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Kissinger Associates At Work
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HATONN

The =New World Order” is not a new
idea nor is action just now coming to the
surface . There are patriots in every
nation who would uncover corruption
and treason and who are left unsung
and, more often, simply buried by lthe
system” about which they spoke out.
.
To do justice to that which we are
about to commit to your attention, I
must speak first and foremost about the
one who has shared this information.
There has been a years-long struggle to
get ANYONE to listen and pay attention.
Just as do all patriots-he
began by
efforting to make the =ones in charge”
hear. However, just as in America or any
other corrupted system, the response is
negative, unattentive at the least-and
incarceration of the ‘author” and/or
death to the one bringing Truth.
The information stems from one whose
life depended upon his signing a statement that he would write no more and
speak no more against the “system”. We

I

-

published that prior to this in the LIBERATOR [see last week’s LIBERATOR,
pages 2 l-221.
HAD ENOUGH1
This patriot of New Zealand has had
enough but his very soul cries out to be
heard lest his life have passed without
merit. Since all the banking systems in
the world finally come down to the ONE,
it is most worthy, indeed, to share the
betrayal and downfall of anation through
the hands and deceit of this *enemyA to
ALL.
I have presented much information
from this person, E.H. Hart, whom I refer
to as Brother Edward. He doesn’t know
what he thinks about me, but I honor
him and therefore await decisions and
choices.
I realize you will think that we “start
off on a Kissinger expos? and end up
with New Zealand Bank fraud. The two

-

are all connected.
LOOK at what appeared in the International
HetrrZd

If

3Hbzme

(in New Zealand), August 2 1,

1985:

BUSINESS
PEOPLE: KISSINGER
JOINS ITALIAN
BANK ADVISORY
BOARD.
LONDON-Banca
Nazionde
de1
Lavoro, the state-controlled
institution that is Italy’s biggest bank, has
appointed
Hem
A. Kissinger to its
international
advirory board.
Formed in 1984, the board ad-

vises the bank on economic
andsocid
condMons
in countries
where 3t onerates.

Mr. Ki88inger, a former U.S. 8ecrstary of state, is chairman
of the
board of Kissinger
Associates
Inc.,
which gives political advice to governmentr.

So now I ask you to also remember
information I shared with you-from New
Zealand. This next article bears repeating because it lays foundation of involvement. NewZeaZand
Tines, Sunday, Nov.
18, 1984.

TO OUR READERS

While it didn’t start out that way, this issue of THEPHOENlXLlBERATOR
seems to have evolved into a kind of a “special tribute” to that warm and
witty Crook For A// Seasons, otherwise known as “Doctor” Henry
Kissinger. Just like Professor Moriarity in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
Sherlock Holmes stories, Kissinger and his “Associates” can be found
consistently at the center of just about everything that is happening of
We doubt this issue’s publicity of
any consequence in the world.
Kissinger and Kissinger Associates will be of the kind that likely solicits
n appreciative letter of thanks from the good “Doctor.”
“THE PHOEN.LXLJ3ERATOR

d

Is Not PublishedBy And Has No AfJXation With
America West Airlines, Inc.”
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BIG GUNS IN THINK TANK
KISSINGER,
STUDY:

FRASER JOIN ANZUS

-

A special ANZUS (Australia, New
Zealand 86 U.S.) “think-tank” involving
former world leaders Malcolm Fraser, Dr.
Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew Brzezinski
is being set up. [H: and WAS.]
The project, still in the formative
stage, will be directed by Mr. Ray Cline,
former director of intelligence in the US
State Department and later deputy-director of foreign intelligence at the Central
Intelligence Agencv.
New Zealanders and Australians
have already been canvassed for support
for the think-tank’s work.
The project will be controlled by

the Centre for Strategic and International Studies,
an independent
unit
which is attached to the Georgetown
Universitv in Washington D.C.
The Centre has played a significant role in helping President Reagan
formulate his foreign policy stance.

Mr. Cline is a senior associate at the
centre. Dr. Kissinger, secretary of state
and foreign affairs adviser to President
Nixon, and Mr. Brzezinski, assistant to the
president on national security between
1977 and 198 1, are senior advisers at
the centre. Another is Admiral Thomas
Moorer, former chief of US naval operations and chairman of the joint chiefs
committee.
Mr. Fraser, former prime minis-

defense issues. It is understood he hopes
to spend next year at Georgetown.
Australians involved in the project
include Dr. Tom Miller from the Australian National University in Canberraand
Professor Henry Albinski, who was in
Wellington a week ago.
Mr. Cline said the study was not
far enough along to speak clearly about
ttiZ&etaZ Zinktznes. “There aren’t that
many people in this field so I think all
those (people) will be involved in one way
or another.”
A Dr. Alvel, from the centre, who
was recently in Australia on a speaking
‘tour, will be involved. Mr. Cline said she
was a writer on Pacific naval affairs.
He told the NZ Times he was very
worried about the “roughness’ of the
relationship between the United States
and New Zealand. “We always had very
close relations. There seems to be a good
bit of public controversy at this point
over Anzus and our general strategic
relationship.
“I’m not interested in the specifics
of naval problems and all that, but I am
keenly interested in what I call geo-strategic or geo-political aspects of the South
Pacific.
uNew Zealand has a very important role to play here, particularly in
relationship with some of the smaller
island states, so I think I should come
out to New Zealand early on in this
project to talk with people and simply
find out what the thinking is there.”

Mr. Clinewrote a 1981 book titled
THE CIA UNDER REAGAN, BUSH AND
CASEY. One of its main thrusts is the
concept that free nations ought to
maintain a kind of informal L(constabularv” of the sea.
Mr. Cline told the AI2 rimes that
Fraser had helped the centre on specific New Zealand
should be concerned
about
the
protection
of our sea lanes
projects and he hoped he would be involved with this one. Dr. Kissinger would in peace times. Navies should be able
to work together
for POLITICAL
as
be to a lesser extent.
Mr. Cline expects the study to be- well as defensive reasons.

ter of Australia,
is a senior fellow at
the centre.
Mr. Kissinger carried out a study
of the Central American situation for
President Reagan.
Mr. Cline told the New Zealand
Times from the United States that Mr.

gin in the New Year. It will examine
whether the Anzus treaty is and will
continue to have a useful stabilizing
influence in the region.
It will also examine great power
relations in the West Pacific and its global context.
Mr. Cline said naturally the centre’s
viewpoint would be how the United States
strategic and economic interests were
served. The same question would be.
asked from New Zealand and Australia.

“I stress the peacetime aspect.
That’s why I was a little bit disturbed
when I heard there was some unhappiness over our port calls and that kind of
thing. Not that they are intrinsically.
critical, but the atmosphere and the concept is important.”
Mr. Cline’s CIA duties included
advising
the State Department
and
the White House on the intelligencesharing arrangements
that link the
Anzus partners.

“I am convinced that those are
Though it is
valuable arrangements.
difficult to describe them in much detail
I think some of the suspicions about the
University lecturer Dalton West a letter. arrangements in the press and academic
Mr. West, originally from North circles are pretty misguided.
“One of my hopes, in view of my
America, is a frequent commentator on

Mr. Cline has been in touch with
(fsome friends” in New Zealand but no
formal participation
has yet been established.
The centre has sent Massey

background, is to set some of those conterns to rest by giving a little more information about these things.
UIt is difficult to say much, but
at least I am familiar with how these
were arranged in a spirit of close cooperation and mutual benefit.”
. . ..[H.
And so on it went but this pretty well
covers it enough for now.]

Does it strike you as strange that a
man who was a Russian Jew, trained in
Israel, a member of the KGB became,
along with a brother, Brzezinski, THE
FOREIGN AFFAIRS RUNNERS OF THE
WORLD-NOT TO EVEN MENTION THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA? There is
a book I suggest you all get and the only
reprint that I know about is from Criminal Politics magazine. It is called HENRY
KISSINGER-SOVIET
AGENT. It is by
Frank Cappel. $10.00 per copy-2 copies for $15.00. I also herein suggest that
a couple of copies should be obtained for
‘here”, it will allow Dharma a bit more
easy rest to see that she is NOT the only
one revealing the dastardly deeds of
Kissinger. I would say, however, that it
is the hatred of Kissinger toward one,
Hatonn, which makes her way the more
dangerous-but interesting.
You can send a check payable to CriminaZPoZiticsmagazineT0: P.O.Box37432,
Cincinnati, OH 45222. Credit cards: l800-543-0486.
The entire Global Plan 2000 has been
‘allowed to be orchestrated and brought
into economic and political fruition by
these evil beings. You not only allowed it
to happen, you have given these people
the highest places of honor in your nations and on your planet. Perhaps YOU
do, after all, deserve just about anything
that comes upon you.
I realize it will be inconvenient and
difficult to run the paper utilizing the
accompanying material. YOU have only
“copies” from which to work-the New
Zealand government police force cOnfiScated all originals. It matters not, for
even if the copy is bad-1 ask that the
information from hand-printed cover
sheet to ending be reproduced ‘as is”. It
is for the purpose of adocumentation”.
It is most important for the security of
ones involved, not the least of which are
in-between persons such as Dharmaand
you, staff, that it be reproduced as is and
no effort made to “improve” copy. Thank
you. A world is at stake, not just anation
called The United States of America. A
WORLD IS ABOUT TO PERISH! SALU.
Hatonn to clear.
(Editor’s

note:

The next 20 pages of
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR are devoted
to the sensitive and controversial
New
Zealand material that Commander Hatonn
refers to above.)
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Henry “Octopus” Kissinger was heard to say...

Editor’s note:
LIBERATOR

THE PHOENIX

would like to inartist
Young

troduce
extraordinaire
Damian Hardy
who was, on very short notice,
“inspired” to draw the cartoon
to the right to help capture this
issue’s theme of “honoring” that
man-about-the-world,
Henry
Kissinger. Kinda does the old
rascal proud, don’t you think?
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Today’s Watch
10/5/92 #l

HATONN

SHOULD AND WOULD
ARE DIFFERENT WORDS
I shall not write, first thing, of crashed
planes or floods in Florida, other than to
say that if Bush doesn’t stay OUT of Florida,
there will be no Florida left. You can see
these things going on and hopefully can
discern the REAL from that which is foisted
off on you.
As we sat in visiting yesterday I realized
that I err very often just as do you of mortal
life-facing every day. All are confused and
the brain reels with the onslaught of
unimagined things, except in science fiction. I too must learn to resist telling
people how something should
be done.
Instead, we must face and tell what wouZd
be done and needs to be done. Perhaps you
dwell too long in that which WAS and do
not yet see that which IS. I do not wish,
however, to take that wondrous ability
from you which brings surprise with creative and innovative solutions to problems
about you, your nation and planet. It is a
very fine line, chelas, and we must both
“feel” our way along very carefully for the
traps are laid with nary a slip by the
Adversary.
PEROT
Ah yes, this is constant again. What of
I see that if he is pushed over the
top and into the White House, you prevent
Clinton (the choice groomed specifically by
the Kissinger gang and the Committee of
Bilderbergers for the sham job). You do,
however, give strength to Bush and the
Republicans but you will probably never
find TRUTH from the past criminal activities of the administration. This is because
Perot has told you that you ‘should be
totally forgiving” and “let what HAS happened go by the way and move on”. That
has worthy merit, after all, but lulls you
back into the arms of Hypnos, the god of
sleep. There are several ways it could go
from here and through the next few weeks
to E-day. Perot would, however, spark a
“speaking” of the people in some manner
and there would have to be at least a sham
of change. Can the grass-roots movement
of Gritz do it and win after all? I see not how
enough can overcome the “three” rule. It
could be done but perhaps Gritz’ role in
your redemption and return to freedom is
to be witnessed and experienced in a far
more important role than a cookie-cutter
President hamstrung by the Elite Lobbies,
PACs and bought-off Congress. You must
eo with vour heart. chelas. I cannot meaPerot?

CHRIST-GOD’S KINGDOM.
sure all for you.
As for ALL OF THE BLATHERING
I must remind you that you must NEVER
give up on that which you really want to do. FACES IN POLITICS--BE:, SUSPICIOUS
ALL POLITICIANS
AND EVANGEThe person with big dreams (not la-la-land E
fantasies of magical nonsense) is more
powerful than one with all the ‘facts”-IF
THE “DREAMER” HOLDS THE HAND OF
CHRIST-GOD AND THE “GOAL” IS TO
ARRIVE AT A SOCIETY IN THE IMAGE OF

Beware!
Money Advisory Newsletters
10/5/92 #l

HATONN

THE CLUB OF PHOENIX
We shall now write on these things:
“commodity” dealers in adviser capacity
and the use of “Christ” lies to give credence to their projections. Some of them
know not in the least what they are actually
doing. Further, some of them I have given
great credit and asked you to heed their
writings-for Truth is Truth from any resource and within ANY intent. YOU must
come to know and discern that which is
human “selling” and that which is Truth
to give fullness to your insight and education.
Many of you who will read this will have
been stung badly by some whose names
will appear here. I cannot help that which
is already finished-1 can only give you that
which comes for the greatest and highest
good of you of God. Unless you have
studied and retain and recall ALL of that
which we have presented unto you-do not
belabor our lack of service prior to your
errors. I have written about this very group
and their operations prior to this and if you
did not read it, I cannot help you. I can and
will present it again for we gain new readers daily and it is too hard to catch up on
65 JOURNALS and weekly papers.
Do I want you to stop utilizing the input
of the ones who will be named in the
following? What you do with information is
purely and solely up to you. Several of the
ones named will have given invaluable
information and presentations. You will
find that most were sucked in by Zionist
fellow-writers and investment advisers.
Now it becomes a mad drive to usurvivenin
their own life-style and they will now mislead you greatly as to “what to do” in order
to keep you “hooked” on their advice. In
the end GOD wins, my friends, and all the
denials and refusals to stand on stage with
my people will merit them naught-but
YOU are up to YOU!
I do not feel that I can do iustice to an

introduction to the “book” from which I
quote at this writing for the information I
have received in written format has not
been given definite title, only prospective,
and some misinformation is being analyzed and corrected, deleted or in need of
comment before I print it and/or give urgent request that you obtain the journal in
point.
You will see that there is amazing information in the volume in point for I will
reproduce Chapter VII for you hereinwith permission of both the author and the
prospective publisher. Some of you will
already have the information, this specific-from me if not elsewhere, and many
of you will have had a copy of a “first
printing” of limited numbers of the author’s
work regarding this subject.
I leave it into your hands for discernment because you are going to recognize
some names which represent ‘authority”
and uexpertise” and are quite prominently
represented in patriot libraries.
***
QUOTING: (Chapter VII)
CLUB OF ROME SYNDROME
[H: Headings are mine.]

A “CLUB OF ROME SYNDROME”:
The title is a bit of a play on words taken
from the notorious “Club of Rome” which
in itself is one of the most high regions of
the International Zionist Conspiracy [Also
known as the Committee of 3001. Not too
long ago it became very evident that there
was a growing number of conservative
newsletters and publications each ofwhich
was using Post Office Box addresses in
Phoenix, Arizona. There, also, was something strange but very noticeable concerning this growing number of Phoenix box
numbers: they seemed to be forming a
continuous pattern of numerically sequential numbers! Newsletters that for years
had been published at addresses throughout the country now began having their
mailing addresses changed to Phoenix.
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Their publications appeared to be the same
but correspondence, subscriptions, etc.,
were now directed to a central axial point
there in the Southwest. [H: NOW don’t
rush to your latest newsletter and exp-t
to tid this information for when

World News Digest u 84900,02 a
G. North
’ 84906
=

u
u

Each of these (and many others),
remember, have been recommended by the
JBS, Inc. Let us look at one, in particular,
uncovered, a lot of things began to hap- who has been briefly mentioned before, but
pen very @&@-like
covering up the is certainly deserving of much more editoThese were publications that rial space. That one is Larry H. Abraham.
boo-boo!]
had been in such locations as Florida,
California, Colorado, Texas and so forth;
A FRAUD TO THE
why now were so many receiving their mail
ULTIMATE DEGREE
at a central location with their box numbers just one digit removed from their
Our Mr. Abraham supposedly pro‘contemporaries”?
duces the Insider Report and the GE0 ReThis bodes for some interesting port: I seriously doubt this. Currently, one
speculation and conjecture, the results of Mr. Wallace ‘Chip” Wood is listed as the
which will probably be very close to being editor of the Insider Report but he has also
right on point. What has piqued the inter- taken over the editorship of the former
est in this wcoincidence’ is the fact that ‘Johnny” Johnson Da@ Naus Digest
many of these now-consolidated entities, (Boxes 84900, 84902 and 84903). He
at one time or other, were all recommended wears two, or more, hats, but they cover
or positively
upon by the only one head. A common connection?
John Birch Society, Inc.! ‘Birds of a Certainly!
Let us look at some of the
feather....” and they do flock together, historical record of Abraham and draw
especially ifthey have the same force which some positive facts to the surface and see
is directing and ultimately controlling them. just what type of person this has been, fully
Now these newsletterwriters, editors, pub- aware of these positive facts.
lishers, et al., have not physically relocated
We trace back in time to the State of
to Arizona; that, in most cases, would be Washington and the machinations and
inconvenient. Recall that the current presi- activities of L. Abraham within the State.
dent of the JBS, Inc. (John Birch Society) AbrahamwaslicensedasaSecuritiesSalesresidesin Massachusetts; the Society head- man within the State of Washington under
quarters being in Wisconsin. So why this Washington Securities Laws. This was
consolidation of mailing addresses in Phoe- many years ago and he would have been
nix? Could it be a central control function considered, in simple terms, a Stock Browhich is overseeing and more physically ker.
Larry Henry Abraham, Sr. (L.
directing each??? [H: I would say this
much: IF the addresses w-e
in NE- Abraham) has been a resident of the State
VADA, it would be ugood business” and of Washington for many years, most of his
might well have not been noted at alllife, to be sure. He was fiist employed there
ever.]
by his father in 1957 in the father’s plywood business and remained there until
1960. For the next two years he was
CONSORTIUM OF CONTROL
employed by both a radio station (KNEW)
It could not be that it is more conve- and a television station (KXLY-TV) and
nient for the names associated with these then, through about 1963, he was emvarious publications are still far removed ployed by the Pacific National Advertising
from these addresses. There would be no Agency.
economical reason for the centralization
A SIGNIFICANT MOVE
of mail receipt if the mail, in turn, had to
be forwarded to those who, supposedly,
are writing, editing and publishing the
For eight years, 1964 through 1972,
various =letter$. ‘It just doesn’t make
L. Abraham was extremely close to the
sense, Admiral”!
BUT, it does make workings and inner activities of the John
sense if the reason for this centralization Birch Society, Incorporated. He was a paid
is that all of these publications are Area and Maior Coordinator for the JBS,
uniquely funnelled from the same basic -Inc. during this period and was closely
source to insure that nothing comes for- associated with the hierarchy, leaders and,
ward which would not be in concordance certainly, the controlling forces of that
with the “Master Plan”!
“clan”. He was aware of activities, goals
And just who are some of these in the and precepts of the Society that are never
the privy of the “lower classes” and ‘run‘Club”? They are:
of-the-mill” members; he had to have this
L. Abraham POB 84903, Phoenix 85071 knowledge to be allowed to occupy a posi(L
tion of Area Coordinatorf Even more imD. McAlvany = 84904,
u
a
Y
portantly, the John Birch Society, Inc.
84909,
=
Bates
Y 84?05,
*
accepted L. Abraham for this period of
a
Aden’s
commented

eight years and it must be assumed and
accepted that the JBS, Inc. knew full well
the moral and mental attributes of this
person. Keep that in mind and equate it to
the facts that here follow.
Abraham got his feet wet in the securities/investment fields in about 1972; he
became employed with the Pacific Coast
Coin Exchange and stayed with them until
1974. He learned, or developed, the fundamental ability to speculate with other
people’s funds.
THE ‘SCAM” WIDENS
Larry Abraham was learning quickly
the rudiments of the ploys, the speaking
with forked tongue; he had a convincing
way and manner. In 1974 he, along with
another ‘Operator”, formed ‘AbrahamReitz b Co.” as a New York corporation and
operated in the commodities field until
1977. In that year, for whatever contrived
reason, he parted with John Reitz and
sallied forth into the realm of the big boys;
he formed ‘Larry Abraham and Associates” and proudly announced that he was
now an Investment Banker. This reminds
one of the subjective titles employed by the
“Penny Stock Boiler Rooms* (Brokerage
Firms) operating from and out of Denver,
Colorado. But, here, we should not sally
forth too quickly for during the time that
‘Abraham, Reitz & Co.” was in operation a
large amount of investor funds disappeared.
The story foldsand unfolds, Abraham claiming that an associate firm, Swiss Manhattan Metals Corp., was the culprit in the
entire loss and that he (Abraham) was an
innocent victim caught in a web of legal
intrigue and poorly written securities laws
of the State of Washington.
A LEGAL DISAGREEMENT? Not so,
said the State of Washington concerning
theAbrahamcontention that he (Abraham)
was an innocent victim. The State came
down on him for just and good cause and
reason. The State of Washington permanently REVOKED the securities license of
Larry H. Abraham for the following violations:
1. “That he willfully made an untrue
statement of a material fact....”
2. u..engaged in an act which operated
as a fraud or deceit upon another person in a securities transaction.”
3. u..engaged in unethical practices in
the securities business.”
The ORDER (SDO-142-81) revoking his license emanated from the Securities Division, State of Washington, on 10
August 1982. BUT, the Birch support of L.
H. Abraham did not cease!
COMMON COMPANY
The dissertation on Abraham is given
to clearly show a type of individual that is
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not unique in himself (note, again, those
who were previously mentioned as ‘some’
of the members of the Club of Phoenix),
but is representative of support of International ZIONISM and who, in turn, are
fully supported by the John Birch Society,
Incorporated. Let there be no doubt about
that last statement. As an interesting
after-thought one could wonder if others of the ilk of a Jerry Falwell, a Pat
Robertson,

a BUy

Graham,

a Jimmy

Swaggart and a host of others of like
cloth, FARE Christian, leaders of the
George Orwell Boobtube Networks are
not also getting some portion of their
mailvia Phoenix, Arizona. They are ALL
ZIONISTS: first, last and foremost!

LEOPARD’S SPGTS DO
NOT CHANGE
L. Abraham did not go unseen or
unheard of following the demise of his
securities frauds in the State of Washington; on the contrary, he schemed to go
‘Intemational’l A new team was formed to
bilk the unsuspecting patriots and it had a
lot of the premises and goals of the famous
William Kennedy scam, Western Monetary
Consultants! The team was Larry and
Harry; Larry, of course, being Abraham
and the Harry was the long known and
infamousHa+ryD. Schultzof Monaco and
the Harry Schultz letter, a tout vehicle, if
ever there was one! (Harry frequently
preceded his name with ‘Dr.“, however, he
had never been granted a doctorate from,
or by, ANY accepted institution of higher
learning.) Unknown, but probably there
was a #Moe” also in their act.
They founded ‘Freedom Incorpo-

rated” [H: Enter now, information which
I have priorly shared with you, just to jog
your memory.]. Their initial goal: To raise

$10,000,000.00 and put a dent in the
“conspiracy”; to change the make-up of
the world and bring proper law-and-order
to the market place. Unfortunately, there
will be many who read this who will have
had first hand investment knowledge of
the inner workings (or lack of) of FI. Larry
and Harry proceeded to con as many as
they could reach through their own newsletters, Insider Report and HSL, and by
having many other newsletter publishers
promote the FI wares.
THE “FI” PLOY OF DECEPTION: It
was coincidentally of interest that the stated
objectives of Freedom, Inc. were cunningly
akin to those that were spewed forth by the
John Birch Society, Inc. Larry and Harry
put their shoulders to the grind-stone and
put forward for public consumption aglowing accounting of the aims and goals of
their newly formed scam. They plied upon
the patriotism of the flag-bearing goyim
and expounded in vivid language just how
Freedom, Inc. was going to turn the tide of

socialism, the CFR, the Trilateralists and
the bankers.
They vehemently contended that they
had acritical advantage of actually KNOWING ‘who the enemy is” and with this
information, they, and the members of the
Freedom, Inc. organization, could wage M
effective campaign against ‘the enemy”!!
A quote from one of their fliers reads:
“Most have attacked the wrong targets.
For a long time, it was thought anti-intellectual and simplistic to believe in the
conspiracy theory. WE thought so, too!
Until finally the proof of its reality was
overwhelming. We were propagandized by
them but now we will turn the tables on the
CFR 86Trilateralists, the New York megabankers, 86all these appeasers of Communism, lenders to the USSR, creators of debt
overhang, fosterers of government control
over the individual, advocates of high taxation 6 its brutal enforcement.’ And additionally: We must pool our talents, time,
&r cash to create a global organization:
Freedom, Inc. Through Freedom, Inc. we
CM influence legislatures at the grassroots level everywhere; we can elect directors to media boards; fund our own book
publishing houses; fund and aid freedom
fighters in Angola, Afghanistan, Nicaragua, Mozambique, Cambodia.” And one
more quote of puredrivel fromtheir’send
us money flier”: We will press for M
investigation
. of
the
US
State
Department.. ...We’ll critically influence
elections. We will create a groundswell via
a network of both paid and volunteer workers in every voting district around the
world, Where we can’t influence or change
the media, we will start our own.” Well
now, reader, doesn’t that all sound just
Jim Dandy, Peachy Keen & etc.!!
THE JBS. INC./FREEDOM, INC. TIE
This verbiage could have been taken
almost verbatim from the gospel of ‘Saint”
Welch and his Church of Deception. It is
misinformation personified to the ultimate
degree and the Freedom, Inc. language is
precisely what has been the language of
the John Birch Society, Inc. It is the

deception offalse leadership and false guidante specifically designed to undermine
and lead astray any who follow and wrongfully believe that they are being given the
truth! Abraham learned well from R. Welch
during those years as M Area Coordinator.
The glaring fact is here for all to see,
at least for those who have the presence of
thought to understandandrationalizewhat
they are reading. NEVER does M implication to ZIONISM appear, whether it be from
the JBS, Inc. or the contrived Freedom,
Inc. money scam. They both freely and
often allude to the CFR, the Trilateralists,
the bankers and others in APPARENTcontrol but NEVER do they pose the question

of who controls these operations!!1 These
apparent forces in control are, in no way,
the tip of the iceberg; they are lesser funci
tions of the tip; and the tip, of course, is the
International

Zionist Conspiracy!

“FI” A SIMPLE FRAUD
The Freedom, Inc. goal of raising
$10,000,000.00 within six months was
certainly never reached-never intended
to be reached. The promise to refund
monies to the subscribers who requested a
return was a joke. There were many who
requested a refund-none received any.
Requests to see accountings of the books of
FI were unanswered and legal action against
FI was for naught. Ah, ‘Western Monetary...‘, to a lesser, although faster, degree.
Give this some thought. Some of the
backers of “FI” just happened to be: Jim

Blanchard, Gary North, Antony Sutton,
Mark Skousen, Howard Phillips, Morton
Blaclnvell, Hilare da Barrier, Robert
Prechter, Julian Snyder, Ed Lee and the
late Johnny Johnson.
-“The Club of
PhoenW,
for want of a better title.

MORE ABRAHAM LIES
Former John Birch Society, Inc. paid
Area Coordinator Larry H. Abraham, Jr.
still runs rife and rampant with deceit.
After some twenty years he still has the
audacity to claim that he was responsible
for, authored and produced =None Dare
Call I Conspiracy*, which was entirely the
product of Gary Allen. The Abraham association with Gary Allen was minimal. For
a short period of time during and immediately following the publication of NDCC,
Abraham performed in a marketing role for
Allen. None of the original printing of
NDCC has any reference to L. Abraham;t
on the contrary, Gary Allen gave full credit
to all of his sources of data in compiling
NDCC. It is further interesting to note that
there was no close association between
Abraham and Allen for many years thereafter. At a later time they did join in a
newsletter partnership which was forthwith terminated by Gary when he learned
of a number of financial and monetary
discrepancies, which could not be explained
by his “partner”!
The JBS, Inc. did, initially, support
the sale of ‘None Dare Call it Conspiracy”.
It was displayed at their local meetings and
gatherings for sale and undoubtedly had a
good sales result as a consequence. At no
time, however, after Abraham began his
lying assertion that implied that he was the
author of NDCC did the JBS, Inc. ever
come forward and counter the AbrahrT :claim. Lying by omission, shall we sa:)
T!lu.fIH
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THE FORKED TONGUE
The ploy goes on with current advertising and flyers from yPhoenw extolling
the vast virtues of the accomplishments of
Larry Abraham.
He continually claims
that he is a millionaire and has made
millionaires of untold numbers of those
who have listened to and heeded his profound investment advice. This assertion
alone flies .in the face of fact and reality
when, again, it is duly noted that he has
fded Personal Bankruptcy in the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the Western
District of Washington, (Case No. 9033994)! He therein listed his liabilities at a
figure of almost $1,200,000.00 and assets
less than $5,000. This is not reflective of
M investment aG~ru” in My way!
ULTERIOR MOTIVES
There are far too many Birch supporters overtly and covertly involved, not
only with the promotion of the Larry
Abraham rip-off of the unwary, but in and
among themselves. Why does Gary North
and M. Skousen, as examples, continue to
outrageously verbally, and by direct quotation, so Strongly support and refer to
Abraham in the most glowing of terms?
There is a method to all madness and a
destiny that shapes our ends. There has to
be M underlying reason for the ‘Club of
Phoenix” to adhere so tightly to a concept
and belief that is common to each and to all
of them. So what is this concept and/or
belief?. ...IT IS ZIONISM!
The information contained on the
last few pages is not uniquely known to this
writer; it is public information available to
all who care to look. It would,,be naive to
even discuss whether such as North or
Skousen were aware of the shady history of
Abraham. Most assuredly they are aware
and they accept him; but far worse, they
promote and encourage him knowing full
well his despicable and criminal performance. * And these are the people who
support and are supported by the John
Birch Society, Inc.! Are they Zionists?
Certainly they are, card carrying or not.
Remember the “Duck”! The hypocrisy of
the entire gaggle begs description and reason and is akin to the gutless wimp who
flits from side to side, from flower to flower,
as a butterfly, hoping to be on the winning
side when the last shot is fired. NEVER has
North (either Gary or Ollie), or Skousen, or
McAlv~y, or Schultz, or Abraham, or The
John Birch Society, Inc. or etc., ever come
forth with a definitive statement conceming *Zionism and their relative position
thereto! I challenge any reader to contact
any of these, or others, and ask for a clear
cut statement concerning his or their position on the Zionist One World Order
Conspiracy. The odds are highly in favor

of no reply or, at best, a rotation of meaningless, divisive prattle. Yet, they will all
conform to the accepted belief that there is
a conspiracy-a Communist Conspiracy.
Does that not remind one of the JBS, Inc.
philosophy?
.. .. The iceberg contains
fathoms of unseen danger.
INTIMATIONS OF INTRIGUE
The network, the web, of the collusion of intrigue generated within the
“sphere of influence’ of the Zionist Conspiracy and its lackey agents, of which the
John Birch Society, Inc. is one, is more
complex than could be easily imagined.
The “Club of Phoenix” is but a small
minute fraction but it is a completely representative function and example of the
Zionist control of one of the major facets of
control-Economics!
The tie-ins among the many and
various agencies, centralized private media, “news letters”, get rich quick ploys
and scams is almost limitless. The majority of these are of a like mind set and are in
business, firstly, to generate monies for
themselves and, secondly, to make certain
that they toe the “Party Line” and not
deviate from the established “Pied Piper of
Hamlin” scenario in leading the Serfs to
annihilation. There are a few exceptions to
this but they are the rare birds who have
the intestinal fortitude to tell the truth.
One of these that ‘comes immediately to
mind is “Criminal Politics” by Larry
Patterson and his fine assembly. [H: Well,
let’s not get completely carried away. I
will say, however, that this group does
“believe” itself to be doing right by
investors, etc., and certainly recognized
the massive imprint of the Zionist Conspiracykthis mostly due to connections
with one Eustace Mullins who has done
a most impressive job of revealing
truth
to you blinded citizens.] But let’s go back

to some individual tie-ins involved in the
intrigue of subversion.
It has been well and conclusively
proven that there is a direct and purposeful connection between The John Birch
Society, Inc. and, as example, one William
R. Kennedy, Jr. of the days of Western
Monetary Consultants and then later with
his direct efforts to aid and abet the Israeli
(Zionist) support for the fake Mid-East
Iraqi war. That last effort, remember, was
his co-chairmanship, along with the notorious Scott Stanley, Jr., of “The Coalition
for America at Risk”. It was shown that
Stanley was an active tool of the Birch
deception but the chicanery and dishonesty goes much farther.

also included close association with and
support of Abraham and Schultz in the
nefarious schemes concocted by that
duplicitous daring duo.
In late 1988 another scheme was
hatched by Abraham and his associates
when they converted a makeshift existing
investment firm, named Yorkshire Leveraged Group, Inc., into a new-named entity
which they now called Freedom Funding,
Inc.! Rather a familiar sounding title;
rather reminds one of Freedom,.Inc.! Well,
it should, but read on. In January 1989
Abraham stated: “Freedom Funding, Inc.
is now a multimedia company comprised
of various divisions specializing in certain
aspects of media development. Among the
various media opportunities being pursued by the company are the acquisition or
partial ownership of Conservufive L2gest
magazine, AmeriCM Press, Inc. anew news
network company, Second Opinion Productions, Inc., a new-being-formed video
production company.” The meeting that
decided all of this was held on Dec. 13,
1988 in Annapolis, Maryland and among
those present at the Annapolis board meeting was a Mr. James Whelan, Ex. V-P and
editor-in-chief of ConseruativeDigestand a
Mr. Scott Stanley, Jr., chairman of AmeriCM Press, Inc.!
Abraham glibly announced that the
takeover of the former Yorkshire Group,
now known as Freedom Funding, Inc.
marked the beginning of our Freedom Inc.
move into a...the building of a worldwide
media conglomerate.. .” Shades of, shall
we say, NBC, CBS, ABC, Ted Turner and
even “Hanoi” Jane Fonda. The mere idea
that this newly formed group was going to
establish a %vorldwide media conglomerate” is, of course, ridiculous; it would be
akin to saying that they were going to
establish a new international airline that
was going to compete with the world’s
major air carriers. So, there had to be M
ulterior, clandestine, subversive motive for
setting up Freedom Funding. The motive:
to con the unsuspecting public; to get their
funds and abscond!
THE METHOD OF FRAUD

One of the fast priorities that Larry
Abraham put into operation was an immediate association with a small ‘penny”
operation stock brokerage fm. The firm
that he chose, or that was chosen for him,
was First Eagle, Inc. of Colorado Springs,
Colorado. Colorado Springs is not far from
Denver, the home of the majority of’penny”
firms of the nation and many of the most
notorious swindlers in the business. “Good
company” to be in but it is in no way a
coincidence, to be sure. The tout was on
ANOTHER WEB
and Abraham heavily implored all of the
Stanley was not only in direct collu- “investors” of Freedom, Inc. to contact
sion with Kennedy, but his range of activity Ozzie Dunker, or one of his brokers, with
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First Eagle and immediately invest in Freedom Funding, Inc. When the stock was
offered (selling) at $.35 per share Abraham
was saying that “we see a strong future in
the share price.. .” Incidentally, this statement alone is a violation of “The Rules of
Fair Practice” of the National Association
of Securities Dealers; it is termed “price
prediction” and is a definite No-No! But
Abraham was well aware of this violation in
advance; remember, he had been a licensed stock broker until the State of
Washington legally revoked his license.
THE CONSERVATNE

DIGEST.

The Conservative ngest publication
was another carrot that was dangled for
the unsuspecting to nibble upon. Abraham
glowingly posed and elucidated his plans
for the takeover of The Conservative Ingest
and what this takeover was going to accomplish. He stated: ‘With Freedom, Inc’s.
managerial takeover of our public company, Freedom Funding, Inc., we are now
in the process of merging Conseruative
Digest magazine into the Company. We’ve
compiled our business plan and are ready
to launch a very aggressive expansion
program..... We believe that with a capital
expenditure of $900,000 we can, within 3
years, have a publication with a market
value of $7- 10 million.. ..This would have a
dramatic impact on the price of Freedom
Funding Inc. stock. By purchasing stock
now, investors will be putting money in the
corporate coffers (writer’s note: this can
not be true unless the purchaser was buying Corp. Treasury stock and not open
market stock).
On December 26,1989, Co-publishers Larry Abraham and Harry Schultz announced that ConseruativeDigesthad gone
out of business. They also announced that
they were sorry that there was no refund
money available. Interestingly was the
notation that if there should be any inquiries they should be directed to a PO Box in
Wauna, Washington. Presumably the Abraham private address. It was most interesting to note that the address for the Comervative Digest had been P.O. Box 84905,
Phoenix,
Arizona,
85071.
Ring a

bell?.. ..box 84905 is now tabbed to the
“Aden Sisters”!
It would be most revealing to learn
the volume of FFI stock that was sold as a
result of these various stock “touts”. It
would be even more interesting to learn of
the disposition of the monies involved.
Just how many dedicated, lower level
Birchers got stung would also be informative. You can bet your spare change
that there were many, for there is little
question that Zionist Abraham had more
than access to the JBS, Inc. rosters!
END OF QUOTING

I understandhow tenibly hard it is to sort out
wheat from chaff-until AFTER the fact. The
point becomes, therefore, that you DO get it
sorted out lest you become even more confused by the subterfuge about you. It is THE
time of false teachers, false leaders and workers of the Adversary. There are many
truthbringers who provide the outlay of factual truth. Our only intent is to provide a
format for the sharing of the integratedwhole
for your attention.
May you be given insight and may you
~~gowithinintothesilenoeofyourwisdom
center and then, only then, discernand judge.
DiscemthenossibilitiesandthenJUDGETHE

ACTIONS-not the marr-and you shall have
your answers in Truth. If a thing waddles,
quacksand has webbed feet-he may well not
be a “duel?; he could be a ugoose”with a bad
cold. Does this mean that ducksand geese are
all bad? Cer&inlynot--it means thatyou keep
your eyes open wide and DISCERN.
Thank you for receivingand thank the author for sharing. We will give you information
regardingthis authorand his works in the very
near future.
Weamindebtedtoallwhowould shamwith
bmthemaswemakethistmachemuscmss&
So be it. Salu.
Hatonn to clear.

Tidbits Of Happenings
10/6/92 #l

HATONN

ZIONIST ‘HOLYDAYS” EVENTS
More than a downed cargo plane is
planned for the Israeli holy days. You
witnessed a slash at it yesterday with your
own stockmarket activities. (Remember
who owns the banks and the major businessewthe
Elite New World Order now
being fought over for status primarily by
the Zionists.) The Zionists use the Judaist’s
special events as guidelines for activities.
Yesterday’s plunge in the market and then
immediate *bring-back’ by evening was a
good indication because gold rose but a
little bit and silver was not even noted in
change.

underway in full measure before ‘election day”.
LITTLE ‘CAMP”

OUTINGS

You can go anywhere in the Mojave
Desert these days and find active patrolling and live-ammunition war games under way. Go north from Southern California and you will be able to ‘hear” the
activities. Some locals report that there
were war games within easy earshot of
their campground at Lake Nacimiento with
many, many helicopters (black) in constant surveillance.
Just this past weekend in Seattle there
were demonstrations, some against Bo
Gritz, with ‘control’ presentation of forces
ready for riot control-with heavy mechaUN TRAINING FORCES ON ALERT
nized equipment at ready and openly visible to all.
It is also noted that the terrible fire in
The most important “rumor” is that
all the military forces, UN “training troops the Northern California forest was preceded by a MASSIVE amushroom” cloud
included”, are now placed on ‘alertA
beyond activities of the past weeks and which was visible for hundreds of miles
months. The Ved” alert to be prepared before it was obscured by smoke from the
for full action with probably need for fire it started.
widespread and massive control action
REMEMBER THE WARNING
is set for the 29th of October.
“War
FROM BO GRIT2
Games” now focused on “crowd control,
riot suppression and mass citizen hysteLet us assume that Col. Gritz is who he
ria” is how the instructions read, for
training purposes. The ‘action” squads claims to be and-being so well recognized
have been training in demolition, strate- as a “patriotA and as a Special Forces
gic area fire use, SWAT team ‘hot spots” officer-that he still has access to inside
response action, handling of mass dead- information (which he most certainly does).
body removal, highway and freeway in- Now, let us assume that in having this kind
gress and egress CONTROL of citizen of input-he can be pretty well up on what
movement in ‘contaminated” areas and/ may be going on-behind the scenes. He
or disaster areas. Part of the plan of has said, especially to groups in California,
that it looks like “major disastrous events
action is coded to have ‘countdownA
revolving around the October “holidays”, will probably take place before the Novemi.e., Passover, Columbus Day, Allhallows ber elections.” Well, that would indicate to
Day, and of course,’ Election Day in early me, if I were a listener, that probably there
November. In fact, if things don’t change will be some major disastrous event taking
before the
November
elections.
Watch
in the election projections, it will all be place
=---------.~~-~
~~~~~-~
.~-
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out-the three top controller-contenders
for the fourth most powerful throne in the
world are about to get their acts together.
Before you can even consider the U.S.
Presidency, you have to consider the head
of the ‘300” and the Head (REAL POWER)
of the United Nation-which
is NOT the
U.S.A. You had best pay real close attention to the Crown of Great Britain, the
British Israelis, the Banksters under those
#crowns” and the major PLAYER in the
struggle, THE ZIONIST MOVEMENT. Indeed, they are all part and parcel of the
“same- but you can watch old Gorbachev
in the ‘Communist” whirlwind of present
uprising and Kissinger Associates’ actions
and get a good picture of events.
Do you really think the ‘criminals” are
going to let their actions come before the
laundry committee for cleansing if they can
prevent it-even if it causes massive Third
World Wars? You are in the countdown to
finalizing depopulation and Plan 2000.

“cash” without being reported to the Feds.
Anyone purchasing more than $10,000
from any dealer (ever) must be reported
and those “reports” are computerized for a
full purchase per person reading. This is,
after all, all computerized via the nice theft
job of the software from INSLAW! This is a
part ofTHE program for keeping the largest
most widespread tabs on individuals in the
world today.

PEROT

As you face the days of confusion seemingly without letup of enemy forces (anything
which pushes or pulls you from balance)
assaulting and battering, remember that you
are growing-always growing. As you face
this circumstance, that insult-remember
something most factual about “C&c&n”
and those who ctiticize--they ntust har#
nothingbette+todoortheywou&ik
YOU~critidotngft=d-crttenrEtng

I am urged by anew reader to be preparing the people for a massive defeat of Gritz
and get on with telling the readers what to
do after the defeat. I don’t know how this
person expects me to do that more than I
have--is it possible that this one should
read the JOURNALS and more of the paper? Or, is it possible that magic will
appear from the cracks and crevices, gutter or passageways and Perot will win and
all will live happily ever afterward?? No,
already-a swarm of responses come back to
us stating that it certainly appears that
* .. ...Perot is simply a stooge for Bushljust look, sir, at what he is doing!” Chelas,
what do you EXPECT? There is NO MAGIC
in your fantasy land reality. The Plan is to
bring the Ultimate New World Order-One
World Government by Force-into full operation by year 2000. This must have
action above and beyond the most nightmarish thoughts of ordinary man to accomplish-for you are out of ‘time”. To
depopulate a planet to 550 million bodies
by year 2000 means over six BILLION will
be exterminated in thenext seven years!(!!!!)
WHAT WILL GOD DO TO STOP IT?
WHAT WILL YOU DO To STOP IT?
GOD HAS SENT US AS HIS MESSENGERSAND WEARE SHOTAT, REBUKED,
DENOUVCED, OUR WORKERSSLALNAMl
DENOUNCED, RIDICmED
AND SPAT
UPOIIF-tVHA+ WILL ‘VOW” DO TO STOP
IrM

SILVER

THOUGHT FOR TODAY
For you who would continue to deny the
messengers of Christ-God, who was first,
last and always will be--I suggest you
harken back to a great messenger who
spoke with great wisdom in EVERY LANGUAGE: “HE WHO DENIES ME SO SHALL
I DENY HIM BEFORE MY FATHER!” THINK
UPON IT!
CRITICISM AND DISCERNMENT

cism-bui&a~wrPteap~,

out of a “pre”-environmental meeting of
the hierarchy planners of the New World
Order over a year ago. This in preparation
for the big “Earth” meeting of a few months
past in Brazil. The purpose was to evaluate
status of the New World Order and balance
against the plan laid forth by Cecil Rhodes
(British/South Africa) long, long ago. The
document has been QLeaked” out of
Reprresentutive Richard A. Gephamit’s

om.
Remember, he is the (rMajority”
Leader, is on the Budget Committee and
Committee for Select Intelligence and at
the time was a major player in evaluation
of the status of the New World Order Plan.
It is pretty awful to behold, chelas. It
lays it right out there in front ofyour eyes-

“...depopulationisnotruuuiugonschedule and nations will be put on mandatory
compliance with reduction numbers.
This means that foods, medicines and
aid will not be allowed to flow and that
which does will be intercepted.
The
population of the globe is to be no more
than 550 million people by, or shortly
themafter,
year 2000.” I believe in the
U.S. the reduction is by 100 million
(less) people by year 2000. It is planned
to pull more of you out then that because you still get influx of foreign immigrants. Except for selected and %sefuP newcomers, the lower uclas8m (as
defined by the Elite) will be wiped out.
Dis+ase is being introduced into the
water supplies and by other methods
such as vacciuations and inoculations,
and thus and so.

conTposedaswrg,prrrintedaptctutre,hpnn#d;famritMf~~achild,wrPfea
boo~samdah~oratqlathetth~
Do I criticize their plan? [See next story
cri-tearsdown
for
more onthisplan
and the UNConference
ofunnusr=-=
ONLY~
build, crttidsm de- arranged to nurhtre 2.1 Goodness no-it is
SwFJ-

It is tough right now in your experience.
Life gives you the test very often before you
have full chance of studying the lesson-the
message is to keep on keeping on, allowing
insight to flow, being open for new expression
of all types so that discernment learns guidelines and KNOW THAT GODS HEART AND
WISDOM SEES WHAT IS MOST OFTEN
INVISIBLETOTHE HUMAN EYE. Praise is so
soothing to the senses but consider this: it
never teaches you anything NEW-it only
focusesonthatwhichispast. Doesthismean
you must seek out criticism instead of
praise-yes,
if you must seek out either.
Criticism allows you to look at yourself-if
you are willinewhile praise sometimes lulls
you into ego trips which trap you into stalling
out on your growth.
However, you must learn to always teach
through ,“praise” for the heart blossoms in
the light of praise and withers in the presence
of criticism. Allow for growth, not withering.

” Bad news today: it is all but impossible
to purchase silver coins, etc. This is a very
LEAKED FROM GEPHARDT’S OFFICE
bad sign. If you have a source I suggest you
use it but remember there are limits to
We have a message awaiting time and
amounts you can nurchase of any metal or space appropriate for sharing which came

almost perfection and is working very, very
well. The mainliners all know what it is and
even those dandy evangelists who are bornagain have set their stores in other countries to insure safety as well as preparing
places of security-it is just YOU who are
going to pay+THEY THINK!) Most who
THINK” they have the key and the ticketDO NOT! So, they will continue to tear
down TRUTH while they build. Therefore,
what could be good about this apparent
mess? GOD! GOD WILL BE SHOWN FOR
WHAT HE IS! Their lies and very plan of
annihilation gives us the conduit for bringing Truth unto Christ-God’s people. If this
were not happening, you would not listen-you would consider all to be “out
there somewhere” and all would move and
march to this evil drummer. “They” did
not even “buy” your souls-they stole your
very heritage and ability to cope, defend or
KNOW.
Moreover: it is wondrous that you
have ones in the circles WHO DARE TO
BRING THESE DOCUMENTS TO LIGHT
FROM THE HIDDEN FILES. What do we

gain to sit and criticize? We can take that
which is now given unto us and confront
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the evil-doers, present the Truth unto the
people and DO SOMETHING. I totally
respect my enemiesyou
should stop the
whining about them and do likewise. While
you sit and criticize you are incapable of
thinking of action to counter that which
you CM perceive simply by the act of the
criticizing. If you are critically ‘incorrect’
it behooves you to shut your mouth and
open your mind and allow a little praise to
the ones you hit so hard.
STONE THE PROPHET?
HALF-BAKED INFORMATION IS
DANGEROUS
A statement has been reported to us as
coming from *Bo” Gritz. When confronted
by a questioner on this past week-end in
Washington (state) regarding Command,
space guides, etc., he quoted his ‘Bible”
and said: ‘If a prophet be true, praise and
honor him; if he be false, stone him.”
Immediately, ones went forth assuming
Commander Gritz had suggested ‘Hatonn
be stoned.* Why don’t we try ahonoi”
instead? If I have sorrow over a beloved
brother such as “Bo”, it is that there was
so little time to balance false teachings
against the Truth as it IS and will become
evident in the near future. He is caused to
travel in circles who smother him with
their open call of patriotism and honor;
only to be making hay in their own right
before the darkness hits. He is quoted as
saying thereis misinformation in the PHOEm writings. Indeed he perceives exactly
correctly IF one reads NOT CAREFULLY. If
one SCMS
and leaves out the “would it not
beinterestingIF...” or leaves out the “NOT”
(even in the above sentence) does it not
change the meaning? This is the method I
have to reach unto the ones awaiting
instructions, confirmations and status. If

you don’t read the information at all, as for
instance, Col. Gritz has not time to dowhat would you discern if you were in his
shoes? Would you not listen to those ones
who travel with you and CLAIM to know all
about the PHOENIX material? Dear ones,
we are so #right-on” that the very groups
around are copying our very names-the
economic evangelical group of rip-off artists with their instructive newsletters, etc.,
are even recognized now as the “Phoenix”
Conspiracy OR ‘Club of Phoenix” (they
work out of Phoenix, Arizona.) and we just
wrote about that yesterday. This IS the
wayofthe Adversary (CLUENUMBERONE).
He takes that which is “right” and ‘holylD
and utilizes the term to deceive by placing
a different definition to the languageBUT
DOESN’T TELL YOU SAME.
One of the most deadly ‘projects” in the
Vietnam era was the “Phoenix” project.
Even the symbol of the Phoenix (bird) is
now being touted in the seminars going
around as a “symbol of Satan”. Sorry! No
matter how the names are changed to suit
the evil-mongers-it changes nothing. We
are come, we are represented by the Phoenix, it has always been known that it would
be this way-and so it IS.
The speeches against this ‘Shadow
GovernmentR and “Conspiracies of Trea- ’
son” are well done and it is assumed that
the outcry from the information will distract you from seeing the “Conspiracy of
Zionism” and the planned destruction of
“Christ-God” believers and followers of
goodness. LISTEN TO WHAT THEY SAY!
They claim to believe totally on the word of
“Jesus” and then soil his very image with
their human physical limitations of your
“Godness”. The entire thrust is toward a
physical experienc-ither
physical rapture, blood symbols for “salvation” and/or
“do these ‘things’ and it will be fine!” They

do not tell you that you must live the
‘Christ? Law-in Spiritualintent to actually accomplish these transformations
they vote in or out laws to suit the human
expression-but GOD is Spiritual expression-THE TWO ARE NOT THE SAME!
So, you complain: “Are we simply hoodwinked and lied to at EVERY turn? YES,
FOR IT IS KNOWN THAT IN THE ENDING
TIMES EVIL WOULD HAVE TOTAL RULE
OVER THE PLANET AND THE PHYSICAL
FORM(S).
TRUTH IN PROPHECY
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THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER
BY
CYEORGOS CERESHATONN
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With the passage of PUBLIC LAW 102-l 4, March 20,
1991, you made it LAW that you will have a national
religion and it will be based on the Zionist Talmud
and “Jewish”Torah. This is in direct violation of the
Constitution of the United States. But it was passed
by voice vote and made PUBLIC LAW on March 20,
1991 --and hardlyanyofyou

noticed. This is the anti-

Christ-God in his determined march toward Zion!
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THE DARK CHARADE

(Journal#54)
Some of the topics in this JOURNAL are: The

United Nations is usurping the U.S.Military The U.S. has no veto power over UN Security
Council - THE WHY AND HOW” OF THE RECENTHURRICANES, EARTHQUAKESANDVOLCAN0 ERUPTIONS -The true story behind the
Randy Weaver-B0 Gritz and Feds Standoff

In

power plant damage in Florida

Othertopics in thisJOURNALare: More About Randy

- Perot’s function in the coming election -Why

Weaver - Earthquakes and Sonic Booms - Rocket

was Homestead Air Force Base destroyed? -

Launch from Kauai - Plans for Armageddon -Zionists

THE DELIBERATE CONTAMINATION

to Police the World - Depopulation Moves by United

TER SUPPLIESALL OVER THE U.S. Also, Soltec

Nations-Our Contaminated Water Supplies - Height-

gives us much important

ening Bombardment on the Pacific Plate.

insight on geophysical conditions &changes.

See last page for ordering information.
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Gyeorgos Cents ,Hatonn
,’

(Journal U38)

ThisJduRNALbringsuscriticalworldevents
such 88: The details of the phoney Soviet
coup-Whattheirnew(old) planssresndwho
their new (old)leaders are-- The more things
change the morethey remainthe same, albeit
under differentnames or facade--How the
Sovietspretendweaknesswhiletheyincresse
theirprepsralionsforwar,and?bckmsWus
for more billions of dollars of aid while we
disarmandcsn’tikedourownhungqqwple-Exposing the truth about the ADL (AntiDefamation League), the censorship arm of
any truth put out about Khazar-Zionistsand
their anti-Christbehavior.
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. UN Conference On ..
Population Annihilation
lo/6192 #2
HATONN
PRE-EARTH SUMMIT, 199 1: RELATIVE to go along with the necessary program.
wPlIV.ESS IS NOT AN ABSENCE OF TO PLANNED SUMMIT, BRAZIL, 1992.
The Iraq action proves that the aura of
PROBLEMS; BUT THE ABLUTY To DEAL
CORRESPONDENCE
REPORT TO: power can be projected and sustained
iW7W THEM. WSLWM IS DEALRVG WITH Phone number: 3 14:63 l-9959. (This is the and thut the wave of history is sweeping
THEM PROPERLY. 7WACCOM.?!USH TMS phone number of Congressman Ge.phardt). forward.
REQUZRESFULLKNOWLEDGEOFClRCUMCOBDEN CLUBS
STANCES AS FULLYAS POSSIBLE UN..,?%!
Secretariat for World Order
PERILS TO BE HEEDED
THOSE CLRCUMSTANCES, IT REQUIRES
September 20, 199 1
LIFl7NG THE HM
OVT OF THE SAND
There is a twofold opposition which
AND SQUARELYFACRVG THE FACTS PREINITIATIVE FOR ECO-92
must be eliminated by quick action. There
SENTED.
EARTH CHARTER
are rumblings among some of the “South”
***
regions, notably Brazil and Malaysia, to
The following is going to be very hard to
1. THE PRESSING NEED
thwart the aims of the UNCED Earth Chartake, bat it presents FACTS which must
a. The time is pressing. The Club of ter and to thwart the international gatherbe faced.
Rome was founded in 1968, Limits to ing in Brazil in June 1992.
This is more important in intake than Growth was written in 1971, Global 2000
There is also the unfortunate vacillaour planned subject of the actions of one was written in 1979, but insufficient tion of our own ranks, an argument that
Henry Kissinger. This IS part of the actions progress has been made in population the UNCED leaders have made the agenda
of Henry Kissinger but not quite as visible reduction.
‘too political” and that the way must first
at the moment as are his actions in Serbia,
b. Given global instabilities, includ- be prepared on a less abrasive cultural
with the POWs in Vietnam and Southeast ing those in the former Soviet bloc, the basis.
Asia and/or Iraqi intrigue. Therefore, we need for firm control of world technology,
We present only the most recent
will simply give you, as received, the infor- weaponry, and natural resources is now evidence:
* Gilbert0 Meilo Mourao, the Brazilmation in point regarding the United Na- absolutely mandatory. The immediate retions Conference on Environment and De- duction of world population, according to ian writer, warned in the August 4, Folhu
velopment in preparations for the Global the mid-1970’s recommendations of the de Sao Paul0 that at Munich in 1938, ‘It
Draper Fund, must be immediately ef- won’t be easy to row against the current of
meeting in 1992.
that type of ecological epidemic, unleashed
I am not going to explain these points to fected.
against our country, which threatens the
c. The mresent vast overpopulayou for they speak for themselves and it is
your responsibility to research points as tion, now far beyond the world carrying structure of our cultural, spiritual, and
they require questioning. Information is capacity, cannot be mered
by future political values, and against our very naavailable and we simply have not the time reductions in the birth rate due to con- tional sovereignty.. ..Messrs. Chamberlain
to take each item for each individual who traception, sterilization, abortion,butmust and Daladier, heads of the governments of
England and France, calmly offered the
takes exception. What you WANT to be- be met in the present by the mfuction
lieve is not what is FACT. I am not here to in the numbcrs~rrtkr~.
?‘hb Brazilian Amazon to the Fuehrer.” Hitler
reportedly observed that since the Amazon
argue or sell anything-my purpose is to mwrt be DON4i!BP WHATEVER deans
was
in South America, the United States
get facts and truth and share them, as I MCESSRRP.
can, with you. I am the alarm on the
d. The issue is falsely debated be- would cite the Monroe Doctrine and reject
clock-NOT THE CLOCKI
tween a political and a cultural approach a German occupation of Brazilian terriAs you read the following please keep to population and resources, when in fact, tory.
l
The prime minister of Malaysia,
uppermost in mind: Mr. Gore is THE faced with stubborn obstruction and day“environmentalist” candidate and was a to-day political expediency which make Mahathir Mohamad, announced on Aug.
“biggie” at the Rio summit in 1992. A lot most of the leaders of the most populous 16 that his country may boycott the Earth
of publicity, mostly negative, was given to poor countries unreliable, the issue is com- Summit and stated that if the conference is
used to suppress the Third World, it would
Gore at the time. Then remember, Clinton pulsorv cooperation.
e. Compulsory cooperation is not be better for these nations to hold their own
is a groomed child of the Bilderbergers,
selected to be the Presidential “puller- debatable with 166 nations, most of meeting. Speaking to newsmen in Petaling,
offer” of these New World Order orders. whoseleaders areirresolute, conditioned Java, Mahathir claimed that environmenBut, Mr. Kissinger said, at the Bilderberger by localist %ultures”, and lacking ap- talists have launched a global assault on
meeting this year: ‘We kmm Bush WtZZ propriate notions of the New World Or- Malaysia, while it is the developed nations,
not Malaysia, who are polluting the enviplay ball and sue know that Clinton will der. Debate means delmr andforfkitum
ronment.
when necessary.b
0four~#tnllsandgnuvose
l
Malaysia’s Science, Technology,
f. The United Nations’action against
QUOTING:
Iraq proves conclusively that resolute
- ac- and Environment minister, Law Hieng Ding,
annnnnrcdAlla 3.c).smx&in~ to the New
tion on our part can swav other ,-de=
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Stmits
Times of Aug. 23, that Malaysia is
preparing a document entitled ‘Greenirig
the World,” urging-developed countries to
use wealth and technology to turn the
deserts green.
* Ahmed Djoglaf, Algeria’s delegate
to the Aug. 15 meeting of the U.N. Conference for Environment and Development,
said Aug. 23 in Geneva, according to the
U.N. Inter Press Service, that ‘We have the
old pattern of the North imposing the system and the South having to accept. Nongovernmental organizations are saying that
the North has hijacked the agenda, and
they are right.... They are prepared to let
people die but not forests.”
l
The Malaysian Sunday Clhes editorial of Aug. 16 said, ‘Environmentalists
make so much of their noble mission in
protectingthe environment which sustains
all of us.... They do not credit Malaysians
with much intelligence with a similar concern for the health of the land and themselves. Shades of precious fm de siecle
romanticism; visions of the noble savage
stalking big game in arboreal groves, in
grunting communion with the voices of the
land. The same-kind of romantic claptrap
that got natives all over the world sold
down the river into slavery, decimated by
smallpox and clap, driven from their land
into alcoholism and hopeless helplessness.
... .Malaysia has had its fill of cultural and
intellectual domination.. ..”
l The Brazihan Jomal de Commemio
on Aug. 19 reported that Brazihan Foreign
Minister Francisco Rezek said that it was
‘hypocritical to campaign to preserve flora
and fauna.. .. If the human race becomes
extinct, there won’t be any sense in preserving an exuberant flora and fauna on
this planet.”
* Brazil’s chief of staffof the Amazon
military command, Gen. Thaumaturgo
Sotero Vaz, stated in an interview in the
Aug. 28 FoZhade Saopaulo, that the nation’s
armed forces will not permit Eco-92 resolutions restricting Brazil’s sovereignty over
the Amazon or creating *Indian nations’
within the region. The general did not rule
out the possibility that Brazil could be
subjected to “something similar to what
happened in the Persian Gulf”, and declared that persons like Francois Mitterrand
and Ted Kennedy would not be permitted
to order reductions in or elimination of
Brazil’s armed forces. Sotero Vaz said, *If
those idiots try to come in here, we’re going
to give it to them and treat them like
guerrillas....” The governor of the Amazon,
Gilbert0 Mestrinho, stated Sept. 8, “The
general’s position is the product of looking
at reality.”
* The president of the Industrial
Federation of the Brazilian state of Para in
the Amazon region, Fernando Flexa Ribiero,
was quoted by the press
Sept. 14 as stating
-.
_
that environmentalists want to make the

* The U.N. Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCI’AD) issued its annual
report Sept. 16, declaring, according to
BBC, that the liberal free market is not an
appropriate model for the developing nations. Finance should serve industry, not
the other way around, the government has
a key role to play in certain sectors of the
Directed credit for special
preferred by President George Bush to economy.
increase the effectiveness of birth con- projects is sometimes necessary. Developtrol in the T&d World.” p: Now, don’t ing nations should look to Germany and
act shocked, chelas, we have been writ- Japan rather than the U.S. and Britain as
ing about these things and these very examples. The report deplores the tendency to introduce an %nglo-Saxon* bankpeople for the past three years!]
ing system into developing countries.
* TheItalianCatholicweekly~sabato
published aSept. 14 article by Prof. Franc0
Cardini stating: ‘It must be said with WHAT THE WORLDWIDE FUND FOR
NATURE IS SAYING ’
utmost clarity that the plans of the International Monetary Fund for the (former)
l An official of the World Wide Fund
U.S.S.R. and the eastern countries are
infamous... The European Community is for Nature (WWF) said Sept. 10 that the
in the position to supply not only sugges- Geneva UNCED results were “absolutely a
tions, but also capital and technological serious setback. There will be no convenstructures, but all this obstructs the tion on forests by June 1992 for Brazil.
plans of the New World Order, which is Nobody wants to say it publicly, but the _
forests convention is finished. The situastrictlyhookedtotheUnitedStates,the
country that remains (have we forgot- tion has reached a deadlock. This is the
ten?) the most indebted country in the fmt casualty for the UNCED process. Inworld, and js facing a crisis of produc- creasingly, UNCED is being broken down
tion exemplified by the crashes of the into blocs, with the developing sector in
We hear the statements of
stock market and the big banks. It is one bloc.
thi8 new frontier that re-emerging
liber- Mahathir, and these can be serious. We
hope it is just a tactic to precipitate new
alistswouldIike toproposetotheformer
Soviet Unionti...The Article has been negotiations, but it has the potential to set
much discussed in Poland, as the first the ball rolling and cause other countries
frontal criticism of the International Mon- besides Malaysia to withdraw. It is a very
etary Fund and the free-market model difficult situation.”
* A senior advisor on ecological
from this quarter.
l
India’s delegate at the Geneva afTairs to Britain’s Prince Philip said Sept.
UNCED negotiations told the Earth Char- 15 that Eco-92 organizer Maurice Strong
ter organizers, with the support of negotia- had “over-politicized” the issue of environtors from China, the Philippines, Chile, mentalism and had raised “ridiculously
Venezuela, Ethiopia, Ghana, and Malay- messianic expectations” for the Earth Sumsia, that “we are not here as supplicants, mit. ‘Strong is mis-focusing attention
and we have not come here for aid,” but away from a clear and present danger
“compensatory financial flows” to under- confronting the entire ecology movement;
developed nations are required, according the general shift in paradigm toward favorto the Sept. 13 Indian press. The delegate, ing economic growth, in the former comChandrashekar Dasgupta, also strongly munist nations.. .. We should be avoiding
opposed plans to bring environmental too much overt politicking. We should
matters under the U.N. Security Council, concentrate on change-of-awareness modand insisted that ‘development” be put els, and attack the underlying ethicalcenter stage instead of bracketed next to moral considerations that motivate people.
the environment. He told newsmen that Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, that
both India and China will have to be satis- is our biggest challenge. We will have a
fled on these questions before they attend major problem if they try to achieve the
the Rio summit, declaring that without the level of economic growth of the advanced
assent of India and China, no charter will Western nations. This is potentially one of
our biggest challenges, and Prince Philip is
be worth the paper it is written on.
l
At the Non-Aligned foreign minis- getting more and more involved in dealing
ters’ meeting in Ghana, India’s external with it.
“Strong is somebody who spent too
affairs Representative,
Madhavsinh
Solanki, called Sept. 11 for a comprehen- much time at his wife’s New Age center; it
sive and integrated strategy on debt and a obviously touched his mind. It all reminds
development consensus for this decade. me of the so-called Millerites of the 19tb
The African group at the conference spon- century, who predicted that the world would
sored an urgent
_ _call for an international come to an end at some point in 1844, so
they all went into the mountains to pr:aconference on debt.

Amazon ‘a sterile preservation”. He saidEco-92 could ‘promote colonialist practices” .
* The Brazilian Daily Tn’buna de
hpresa quoted Joann Grossi, a spokesperson for the U.S. Agency for Intemational Development, as saying that sterilization is the family planning “method
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pare. The world didn’t come to an end, and
the Millerites became the Jehovah’s Witnesses. That is what I see happer.ing with
the Earth Summit. Just listen to Strong
talk about ‘the most significant event in
human history ever’, and ‘the last chance
to save the planet’. What would be more
ridiculous, and guaranteed to create a
mess? We see the backlash already, in the
reactions of various Third World countries.”

WHAT MUST BE DONE
In the face of mounting opposition
from Third World elements, certain forces
in the Eastern European and Russian regions, and by the Vatican, and certain
weak-kneed response within the ecology
effort, what really is the purpose of traipsing around America to convince a handful
of farmers, unionists, loca?officials,churchmen, and university environmentalists of
the necessity of the Earth Charter? If one
truly wished to convert the American publit, would it not be necessary to say fully,
openly and explicitly what must be done?
And that it must be done now?
Do you really imagine that parading
some Third Worlders before ‘hearings”
conducted by local celebrities, the Third
world will simply quiet down, or that the
American press coverage of these events
will overwhelm this opposition?
Will you take action now that President Bush has the political momentum or
wait until you must convince America to
fight a hundred Vietnams simultaneously?
This is the time to save the Anglo-Saxon
race and its most glorious production, the
Anglo-Saxon system of banking, insurante and trade.

THE FOLLOWING POLICY MUST
BE IMPLEMENTED:

riseupto~lacethsm.
s4zPstmd
for aNadonal” in the ummi lthtbnat

A. The Security Council of the
U.N., led by the Anglo-Saxon Major Nation powers, will decree that henceforth, the Security Council will inform
all nations that its sufferance on population has ended, that all nations have
quotas for REDUCTION on a yearly bads, which will be enforced by the Security Council by &lectkve or total embargo of credit, items of trade including
food and medicine, OR BY MILITARY
FORCE, WREN REOUIRED. [H: Anyone
nervous yet?]
B. The Security Council of the
U.N. will inform all nations that outmoded notions of national sovereignv
will be discarded and that the Securie
Council has complete legal, military,
and economic jurisdiction in any region
in the world and that this will be enforced by the Major Nations of the Secu-

rity Coundl.
C. The Security

Council of the
U.N. will take possession of all natural
resources,includ3ngthewatershedsand
great forests,
to be used and preserved
for the good of the Major Nations of the

Security Coundl.

D. The Security Council of the
U.N. will explain that not all races and
peoples are equal, nor should they be.
Those races proven superiorby superior
achievements ought to rule the lesser
races, caring for them on sufferance
that they cooperate with the Security
Council.
Decision making, including
banhing, trade, currency rates, and economic development plans, will be made
in stewardship by the Major Nations.
We am the livirrrrsponsors of the
E. All of the above constitute the
great Cecil Rho&s’
will of 1877. tn New World Order, in which Order, all
which Rhodes d-ted
his foHune to: nations, regions and races will cooper‘the extension sf British rule through- ate with the decisions of the Major Naout the world... the colonization
w tions of the Security Council.
British subjects of the entim Continent
The purpose of this document is
sf Afiictr, the Hola La&
the Valley of to demon&x&
that action delayed
Euphrutes, the islands of c_vPrus could well befatal. All could be lost if
is tolerandCandia,thewholeofSouthAmerica,
memop@tionbyminorrwres
the islandsof the Pa&b not hetv3tofon2 ated and the uqfortwtate z~&llations
iscauseforour
possessed trV C3vwztBritain, the whole of ourclosestcomtrrdcs
oftheMala_vAmhipeti,
theseaboard
hesitations. C@tmdeclatlafionof inted
of Chinaand&pan,
theultimate rrecoz+ followed by d&?dahefom
is thejbal
-ofthe
LhritedStatesofAmericaas
solution. 77hmust&dons&fo~cury
an intern1
part of the British Em- shock hits ourfbancial
markets, ~XZF
pine....”
nishing our cmiibilitg
and perhaps
We stand with Lord Milner’s Credo. dbtinishing owformr.

We too, are’British Race patriots” and our
patriotism is ‘the speech, the tradition,
the principles, the aspirations of the Briti,sh Race”. Do you fear to take this stand,
at thevery last moment when this purpose
can be realized? Do you not see that failure
now, is to be pulled down by the billions of
Lilliputians of lesser race who care little or
nothing for the Anglo-Saxon svstem?

.**

Note appended
to the documentz
aNVTE: These pages of Racist, Nati,
WorZdOrder,pmnowrcemsnbwsmdistrtbuted at the 9/22/91 UNCED mCetin@~, p resented bg the United Nafbts.

-strvngspokeatthemceting.

Wht!#tCoMU&smandCGfpitalism
&l&wse, WorldN@ionalSociallsm
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Letthehverflow! Onesclingingtotheaoldtime impassibleto miss.
mli@on”andwhoibiltomcognk theTRUI?Hin
IsallthisTRUE? Well,ifyouwantconfkmaspiritualcannectionsasto%owitreallyi~are tionsyouamgoingtoha.to~allthepieces
maymMi@
for de&tmhhg
the US. goingtoalsokisstheboat”.
offeredand see how the puzzlepieces fit. You
ptndtbn at UNcEp, approphb agemchs
Constitutiona&,theappmachofGntzCOULD
have to realizethat we am “set-up”constantly
intheUnitedNatioaassyirtemandtheU.S.
work--but at this time it would never be “al- inonlertolatermakeastatementthat’tve
Citbus Netwcxkfa UNCED.+*
lowed”to work in WashingtonD.C.and that is tmppedoldHatonn~.IhopeIamabetter’sly
END OF QUCYI’ING
old fani”than that,chelas Even a’&-upR is
wherethe stageis nuwstructumd.
***
Itbecomesmoreandmoreappamntasthe goingtobe*mostTry”correct,i.e.,flypaperhasta
IbelievethatthebestthingIcandof~you
have ‘sod
sticky on @ or it won’t catch
dayspassthattheworstthingf~yournation
rightnowistoleaveyoudigeskgthefaregping. wouldbeaC!linton/Gomwinforthatiswhatthe anything!This isjust a
ught=b ce-W~,
Idon’tknuwhowmuchlongeryouaregoingto ElitlZpk3IltO~happerr-even tome-of
one who shams
I am not denouncing;
%
inf&mation.Isimplywant~utoluxnvthatldo
denytruth-but,youamoutoftimeaaxxkgto
theelectionresults.
nottmpeasilyanditis.timefbryou.rdwn
time-keepemoftheUltimateNewWorldOnlen
I
aldhakmsree;ar;dingthesethings.
check
“nonly~~backandreadthisd
RANDY WEAVER
outthelistswehavegivenyouand~the
Q=% .t=%s
Ihavetoinszrtherethatthemisalotmom
other locwions given you+nd yoy will hale
you. Ifyoucan~seeithappeningbeibmyour
ii%bimationxgankgRandyWeaverthanis
pl’ettygoodinsight.
eyes--youamindeedblindORdead.
Remember, knownbyone,BoGritz
Isaytbisbecause!justyeskn@ywe~
Iamnot$oingto
theUnitedStateshasaquotatomsetalso,of~ jeopa&etheakadyBADpmje&onsf~Weaver themostOlwilDusletterofagotcba!thatlhave
ahundredmiIlionpeopletobewe!ededout
byrevealinganythingherein-butwh~youget scenbutsoaudelydoneastothinkitcamefmm
permanently.Doyou~aJlythinktherewillbe
astakmentthatthemismisinfoxmanoninlhe an%~&s~mThiswas~the,
allowedacurefbrAlDSandotherwellpmlllBERAmIlegFudingwhatthismanKNOws- ‘PLEIADESCONNECI’ION=&esandsocarefidlywarriedasto~missedNoTHINGhti~
gmmmedandomhestmtedmethodsofacoom- I~youWArrt&angusbecausewhatisnot
aazusationsand yet with 0Mous pITzaen*
plishingtheabuue?Notonlyamyou@gtobe
opedyknownevenby”insid&is~intligudepopukdbuttheevidencxafhavingdoneso
ingthanmostofyoucanhandleandamtinueto thatthewriterhadnotevensfxnpartofth~~
JOURNALSinpointnorrezidanyoftheminfull.
willbe!usedasanexamplefbrothernationsof ~~paper.~gfter~(~yournotes)~
Y-&?&w&~~~rn’ifluiornatonswill
Itisembam&ngtoseehowuudelyonesmake
NGIk@hatl%txlyWeaverhadsexvedIN
t3essms43uchasishap cambodiaorLaosorviior,or,withGritz
I fodsofsehiesatthehandsdthemaskrtmitom
pC?ilhgillY~SOUthAfii~~et;c.
YOUam%tucVwiththewurldasitis,
said,“a&litbe%nd%ouklntitbeinten%ing
Theplanisto@awholebig%rmI9tzknout
ifp” Ialsorekrxedtoyatearn”.BUT,IDIDstate &iends,andth~yauaregpingtnhaveto~
witheaIthshifIsplannedf~=soon~,and0ther thatPaulHatveywastan&dtohiseyesandwas thoseey”esopenandSE~see--whatis
=natumlappe&&‘disaskmandcontaminagoingonamundyou-then,act~.
pkr3ma@invoMwiththewholeaffairwII’H
tion.GODHELPUSALLINTHEDAYSTOCOME. GRTIZ Not‘bithmasin“~only~as
F’OUNDSI’EIUNG DROP
He
BLESSINGSUPONYOUWHOSEEANDHEAR inkowledgeoPand*accompan~,etc.
FORWII’HINTHELIGHI’OFGODISTHEONLY txxtah@wasNcIT~thh’“Gtitzindivulgingtruth
Themalcauseofthecrkisofamfiden~inthe
PASSAGEOUT OFTHE =PIAIV.
of the GoldenTrisngleintrigue.
1believeyouwillikldthatweaverknowsfkr BIitish curmn~came,notbecauseofsimple
Hatmntostandaside.
momdanx@ng’stufi”tothegovemmenthosds cunencychangetiminganda%llingoutofbed~
but more like a ‘falling out?. ,Will you tid it
mgamingtheU.S.thananyGoldenTkianglemess
halfaworldaway. Eveiyonemuststopthinking inter&ngtoknowthatthedaybefbmthepound
rderlhgqa;shedin~the basement IJlmine’s
injustyouruwnlittletinyworldofexpeikn~
f~mmrsteranivedinIandanibrtalks(and
whenyouamsiderthesemattersafcland~e
bankwith~withhisBritishcoun~
lo/7192 Wl
HATONN
SptX&llFonX!sactivities.
Kiev’semksarymmindedthemofhisoounuy’s
claimthattheBankofEnglandhasanitsboaks
PEROT
FOR INSTANCE 86 CONFIRMATION
a,IARGELkZUman
.’
d
1suggestyouHEAReverywurdRosskrotis
We have a hot tip right from VIorsey’s lDh+fAKEAIM3WISE
goingtoshuwyuu. Hewillgiveyouthe“stakof mouth~knsoumeswhoha.eexperkncedIN, Withcalculationsaf~teresrbutnotincluding
yourmes#moll23uccincttyaIld~than
and knuw all about, undergmundcities and suvice~(f~handlingofa~amountof
tisW0RII-I16’IRILUONNpounds
afztiyities. Thispefionworkedwithinthese
anyoneelseinthetop~
DoNmgetbogpl
t!PM~downinthepolitksofthisumzen b&k-jUSt instauationsandwouldbe =outoftouch~with- Thatisworthsclme$41-tIiuian(&nzxkn(this
outwarning,simply*disappearing”
for months comes~oneofcanada~~.Thislittle
gamerthehctsand%epxepamTonelsction
sum-out~abo~~m77~~~~
dE@tXXUSe~U~Stillh~Samebigsurprisesl atatime.
ThereARE’~aliens”insomeofthose
LesserofcvilswiIlpmbablykthewaytogothis
time.
iIlsalationbythisperson. Thereis WILLHAVE-~~UGI-IXhedepositwas
made in 1724 and it is m
obviousthat
co&mationthatTeha&apiisexactlywhatI
havetoldyouitis And,afuUamkmationcomes B&ainneverintheirwildestdmamsthoughtit
regat&gEdwardsAirFomeBaseinstallauons wouldbe~muchlesswi~.
AtldwhatoftheBankof’E;ngland3Oh,they
Dontgetmiradinthispmgramei~. l-ha as well as the inwecting
fixilities.
ssytheyarestill%okir&‘butcankemtofrnd
Itismpurted,also,thatthereisatxemenamsomethingsabouttheGritz’4novement”
whichmNCYIYoogttat
Themisstillagmat douslylarge%it$’in the Gulfof Mexico,south authokation of this account,althoughthemis
hang-upontbepartofsomeoftheonesverycloseofGalveston,aswellasavexylaxgeunderwakr nxonlof“A”golddepositatthetimeindkakd.
So,&elas&tusmoveontad@nanint=sttohimwhichareinconxctpercxptionsandwill cityin the amaof the Kwajakn Islands,west of
ingfocusonourolclbuddy,HenryKissing;erand
me&you moredislnfiidthistime,it
Hawaiiandtbisisalsohometoaveiylarge
will be llz@ingyour ‘spiritual balanfx You b&diStiCmiSSik!base.
afewofhisantics. Aswiththewdndexsofthe
needthismanandhispublicmcngnitionfarmom ThemlationshiptotheRockefkller-F&lands“SoapOpe&wemustupdateax&antly orthe
for% lterVhanforthispeIiodofcVolvedchaas. Georgia Island operationsis stated as beinn lliasaspretbst. Tbankwu.
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What with the International Monetary
Fund now focusing on the good old U.S.A.
after destroying, according to plans, the
developing nations, the planned riots in
Germany, the now terrible plague of ‘Iyphus to add to the misery in Sarajevo, it
seems almost redundant to talk on the
subject of one Henry Kissinger. On the
other hand, when you realize that it is
Henry ‘Kissinger Associates” that ‘advise” and set-up the situations in all those
scenarios, it seems there is NO WAY to
speak of him quite often enoughf
RICHARD SECORD’S NEW BOOK
By the way, for you who rush out to buy
Richard Secord’s book to find all the dirt
piled under the carpet-you won’t find
much more than dingy carpeting. You
have to read between the lines so hard that
most will miss the connections. However,
it must make you see and understand how
fully the actions are SKithin the law” as
perpetrated by the ones involved. The ‘fine
line” between truth and lie is well studied
by the involved participants and the “law”
is studied most carefully and anything not
“legal” is made legal because it’s “nice to
be the King!” There IS more to Gen.
Secord, however, than meets the eye so it
is wise to read and wait. You have to
remember, for instance, that if “one’ production of “Bush” says “. .and I was not in
Par&“-literally the mouth speaks “truth”.
This is where ‘doubles” and “replicas” do
their handiest fill-in roles-it also allows
easy fooling of all sensitive apparatus to
measure lie against truth. It is only youthe-people who get trapped by such devices.
But, on with Kissinger and “October
Revelations” as presented here and there.
Since “surgical” depopulation efforts
were shown in Iraq I suppose we have to
start there and then we will move on to
POWs and the miserable show and tell at
subcommittee hearings.

For All Seasons
with what led up to the ‘Gulf” incident and
measure that which was “said” by your
government and the U.N. about Kuwait
(poor Kuwait-has anyone paid attention
to the last few days’ free elections in Kuwait?) one has to realize that still *more
than meets the eye” goes on and on and on
--Guess what! Henry Kissinger and &

associates are shown and proven to have
had a direct hand in the suckering of
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein or, at the
least, his seeming cooperation in the
whole plan. Saddam is not too nice a
human person in justice and LIGHT so it
remains to be seen how “suckered” he
actually WAS.

First, Kissinger et al. arranged the flow
of money to allow the build up of Iraq’s war
machine and then maneuvered him into
moving into Kuwait right on cue.
I remind you-some of the world’s foremost foreign governments regard Kissinger
Associates as being THE U.S. “shadow
government” and which served as the lead
‘policy counsel” to every one of the
participants

in the Iraq conflict.

It is KNOWN that one Alan Stoga, avice
president of Kissinger Associates, was in
Iraq on many occasions for private meetings with the top leaders for months (up to
a couple of years) prior to the Kuwait
precipitating crisis.
I do hope you have time to get to more
accurate “surgical hearings” regarding the
events than you had success with your
“surgical bombing” in the fray as are being
suggested in the U.S. I would remind you,
however, that the bombings had THE intended effect-measured depopulation by
force as we spoke of on the.yesterday. The
message is far more easily seen by ones “in
charge” of the “PLAN” than by you who
still think the world is basically “good”.
What are listed as the two things Bush
Republicans seem to fear most by questioning?
1. Was last year’s devastating Gulf War
the outcome of a secret scheme to “set up
and entice” Iraqi strongman Saddam
Hussein into choosing a military solution
to his dispute with Kuwait, as new eviSUCKERING OF SADDAM
dence being presented in a federal court
Did Saddam actually get %uckered” or now suggests? Even if this question is
is there more to the story? Well, ifyou deal directed-the answer will not be sufficient

for it allows the side-stepping of the liars as
to the REAL CAUSE, and;
2. Did Henry Kissinger and his swarm
of weapons bearers play the key role in this
whole “play”? If so, as findings indicate,
why do they still have such dominant
influence over U.S. foreign PO&~?
Do
you think you will get a simple answer to
THAT one?
AVOIDED ISSUES
The stir to somehow confront these
“untouchable” issues has been powered
by discoveries by your beloved Rep. Henry
Gonzalez, chairman of the House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, who decided to pursue the money
trail behind the war against Iraq, no matter
where it would lead.
One of the cash conduits traced by
Gonzalez led, crookedly, to the Atlanta
branch office ,of Italy’s huge government
owned bank, Banca Nazionale de1Lavoro,
known generally as BNL-not to even mention the branch of this same bank tucked
away in Chicago. Some $5 billion (known)
in loans went to Iraq during the late 1980s
from just the Atlanta office of BNL. Of
course, the effort has been to set-up a
‘lone gunman” in the form of Christopher
Drogoul, the BNL branch manager who
signed off on most of the transactions.
Now, it is too difficult for even the Congress
to cover up the probability that ‘others
might have been involved”. Shades of Ollie
North?
Drogoul did plead guilty to having approved vast cash transactions and said he
did so without obtaining the permission of
BNL’s head office in Italy-undoubtedly
affixed firmly to a Kissinger Associates
branch office! He probably will get to
change his plea in light of lack of carrythrough on his promised “protection’
which didn’t protect but actually “set-up”
his conviction.
Drogoul took a fall for others and could
not possibly have engineered such a complex and widespread operation all by himself any more than could one Oliver North
in his scenario. You will note, however,
that in the end-it worked out swimmingly
well for little “Ollie’ while a man like
Randy Weaver rots in prison without even
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being allowed *bail” for a quarter-inch too
short shotgun charge. Oh yes, I do forgethe now is charged,w’;lthassault on a Federal Agent and some kind of ?onspira@’
with Kevin Harris to bring damage to another.
You have to remember something else
about the BNL-Drogoulcase--it’officially”
got closed after “bagging” Drogoul.
However, when the ensnared executive,
Drogoul, was in Federal Court in Atlanta
Sept. 14 for his ‘routine” sentencing, there
was a nice new defense attorney at his side:
Bobby Lee Cook, 65, one of America’s top
trial lawyers, who had “somehoti become
‘interested” in the affair. Where are these
‘interested” attorneys for Randy Weaver
and Kevin Harris? Where, after all, did Mr.
Spence go? The attorneys now listed as
being Weaver’s are NOT any of the ones
named in any of the news releases-by
Paul Harvey or Gritz, ifyou can trust any of
thecurrent informationfromRa.ndyWeaver
himself. Behind the scenes? Who knows
but Randy-the case comes to trial very,
very shortly-perhaps the shortest time
before a major trial of any in .the recent
United States judicial history!
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER: GRT
ONTitlsCASE~IcIE
R/HARRIs)--NoWJ
NEXT WEEK WILL BE TOO LATE. A whole
bunch of “stuff” is being ‘stuffed”.
ORCHESTRATED SCHEME
Far from having been the sole swindler
behind the BNL scandal, Drogoul had been
nicely set up, the victim of a scheme orchestrated at the highest levels of the U.S.
government. His case was manipulated by
very high-ups in order to hide the wrongdoing and blunders of Washington bureaucrats and Wall Street financiers.
During Drogoul’s sentencing hearing,
his second-in-command, Franz Von Wedel,
who had never before been heard from,
said it was an utter lie that Drogoul acted
alone in a rogue operation. Von Wedel said
Dorgoul acted ON THE RDVZCE OF THE
BANK’S CONSULTANTS,
KISSINGER
ASSOCZATRS, whose suggestions Drogoul
also discussed on a special line with the
bank’s chairman in Rome, with whom he
spoke daily. This has cast a whole new
light on the case, with the judge dismissing
the government case as having been aimed
at proving a rogue operation only.
In reality the money trail of the huge’
ucoverand deception” operation known as
uIraqgateRleads (again) right to the White
House, Washington and Wall Street. But
it, as usual, goes right to the rat-hole
hidden linchpin between the two above;
Rissinger Associates,
the high-priced
New York based consulting and dealmaking firm those nice foreign leaders
regard as YOUR ‘khadow government”.
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PRINCIPALS
Right from the mouth of a Congressional “investigator” comes the following
paraphrased statement: Take a look at the
principal players in this setup. There is
BNL, one of the world’s leading banks,
owned by the Italian government; there are
some huge U.S. corporations, such as the
Bechtel Co., the largest worldwide constructionandlogisticsconglomerate. There
are other financial interests, such as. LBS
Bank, an arm of the Serbian Communists,
set up in the United States by Lawrence
Eagleburger, now the acting Secretary of
State (a Kissinger associate, remember)
and Brent Scowcroft, the top Presidential
adviser and then, there is the White House,
and finally-there is Saddam Hussein,
Iraq’s leader.
It would be certainly obvious that these
disparate power centers all followed the
guidance of the SAME adviser on their
collision course, would it not?

Saddam Hussein granted only a single
audience to U.S. Ambassador April Glaspie
during the two years she spent in
Baghdad-and that was immediately before the outbreak of the war itself. Now this
comes from Michael Saba who is a corporate consultant who visited Iraq frequently
during the same period of time in question.
He pr8ferred to deal with Kissinger and
his envovdut
it may end up being his
Ufatal mistaken.

We shall see-for as the players in the
One World Government-Ultimate World
Order take off the gloves and go at it in this
election farce, some interesting things may
very well evolve into the light. It means,
however, that to keep the lid on-some
very devastating th3ngs must come down
on you SHORTLY to allow for absolute
control of you-the-citizens.

SO WHAT OF POWs?
Hopefully, you witnessed the-outright
foolish appearing denials of this ‘mouth”
of Kissinger-at work. As profoundly good
a liar as is this #poor excuse” for a human
man, he simply couldn’t pull it off and good
old Larry King (Live?) couldn’t smooth it
over except to you poor people who missed
the show in action at the hearings.
So, despite the outraged denials by this
former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
in testimony before Congress, it is obviously clear he and Richard Nixon BOTH
knew American servicemen were deliberately beiug left behind d&nor th8 mdl-from
Southeast Asia. They both lied
and continued to lie about it to all of you
while continuing with business as usual
with your enemy who incarcerated those
beloved ones betrayed.

(now) elsewhere. Evidence is traced which
proves abandonment of some minimum
350 American prisoners of war-l&
be:
hind in Laos at the conclusion of U.S.
combat participation in the Vietnam War
in 197348adsdirectlytothePrerident’s
d
office and Rissinger’s twinkle-to8s.
It has now been uncovered in several
recordings, made in the Oval ofnce between March21 and April 1,1973, documeriting that the 350 victims were know-

ingly abandoned to the Communists as
American combat troops werebeingwithdrawn from Southeast Asia.

Moreover, it has been learned that Adm.
Thomas H. Moorer, then chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, sent a top-secret.
directive to his field commanders in Southeast Asia to halt the withdrawal of U.S.
troops, as agreed upon under the Paris
Peace Accords signed by U.S. and North
Vietnamese negotiators, on January 27,
1973.
KNEW OF BETRAYAL
MoorerwasawaretheCommunistswere
not upholding their end of the agreement to
release all American POWs.
However, three days later, under orders
from the White House, Moorer rescinded
his order, and the withdrawal of U.S. combat troops continued.
Nixon then decided to override Moorer
which is fully detailed and outlaid to the
Senate Select Committee, in the secret
White House tapes.
It was Nixon’s penchant for tape recording the conversations that took place in the
Oval Office, ironically, that led to the ultimate downfall of his administration in the
Watergate scandal.
Select Committee investigators have
found that on March 2 1 U.S. Ambassador
McMurtrie Godley, the American proconsul in Vientiane, the capital of Laos, called
on the chief emissary of the Communist
Pathet Lao forces to immediately turn
over THE 350 American POWs.
Hie
demand w
4mored by the Communists.
Then, three days later, on March 24,
Ambassador Godley again contacted the
Pathet Lao emissary and demanded the
release of all Americans, but again he was
ignored.
You have to remember, chelas, THIS
only accounts for some 350 men in Laos.
There were another 425, at least, left in
Hanoi as evacuation took place leaving no
room nor time for their safe evacuation.
POW STRATEGY SESSION
On March 28, the day before the last

U.S. troops were withdrawn,

the subject of

the POWs was discussed at the White
So what is being presented here? The House by President Nixon, Dr. Henrv
same factual evidence as is coming through Kissinpler, the President’s nationals8cu
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dead.”
‘%lintonis the chosenoneAto fit the needs of
Wil%mClements,atwhichtimeitwasdecided
Then-DeputySecmtaryofDefenseLawrencethese~Asso&te$anditishardtimesintheokl
to~thebookcwthe~ptiveAx~erica~~
Eagleburger(nowactingSecmtaiyofState)had home town tonightl There is ~0 much with
Ahigh-rankingNixonadministrationofficialonly days prior to this exchange advised his WhichtoblackmailtheBPsh~thatthereirc
We, of the
said of the event that it made him “..feela little boss, Secretaryof DefenseElliottRichardson, little feat of Bush %Ung”.
sick. It was astonishing. Only the president that the 350 men were stillunaocountedfor in Command, even offered the poor sucker a
couldhave@tenTomMoomrtodothat(mverse Laos, and even went so far as to urge the way off this place and out of the mess and
hisdecisiontohaltthe~~~~ofu.S.troops
communistsbebombedtodrivehomethepoint he (one of him) refused. If he
pull
until the POWs were returned).’
that the UnitedStateswantedthe men back, something off with P&-&
ib %ll she
It was then determined within the Oval
In turn,RichardsonadvisedKissingerofthe wrote”, brothers.
O&e, as it turns out, that if the POWs wem mmainingPOWs.
Most of what Bush himself actually
determinedto be alive it would be necessaryto
Thus, the cover-upof the fate of American ‘hands-on” did, is camfully orchestrated as
halt the withdmwalofAmerican troops,which POWsleftbehindduringthewarhascontinued to be ‘legal” according to the “laws set up to
would
lead to renewed war; and, the United for nearly two decades, with the success& protect the guilty”-so it’s a hard bind in
Statesalso would be burdenedwith the task of administrations of Pnxidents Gerald Ford, which your nation fmds itself this day.
tryingtoaxnpelNorthVietnamtogztitsLaotian JimmyCarter,RonaldReaganandGeorgeBush By the way-yesterdaywas the day of KOL
alliestoreleasethem.
perpetuating*thehideous crime of knowingly NEDRI (Vow of all vows) which means that in
TheNixonadmjnistrationhadlittlemeansof leavingAmencan servicemenbehind to suffer the ‘Zionists/Jewish” tradition on the first
pressuringHanoi beyond a threat to start the and die in enemy hands.
day of Holy Days of Passover, a vow is made
waragain,atthetimeinpoint.TheWhiteHouse
Now that the cover-uphas beene&posedfor negatingallvows taken in the upcomingyear.
seemedwell am thiswould neverreceivethe all America to see (if you looked),the last re- It’s a real handy device for insured lying and
supportof Congress.
mainingactwillbetoaazountforthosewhomay protection from being caught cheating and
still be alive. What odds do you give of this lying. Ifyou vowed to break all subsequent
ADMlTS LmG
hapinactuaJi~?
vows through theyearand update that every
Well, let me remind you of some very year-my, my, how handy and all comes
Ki&nger, in a September22 appeamnce deva&nglypainfulpointsinyourpoliticalstruc-within the 9ights” and “rites” of RELIbefore the Senate Select Committee,heatedly lureTHIS DAY.
GION-you know, THAT religion that was
rt!jectedassertions the Nixon Administmtion
made law by PUBLIC LAW 102-14. Have a
lulowingly’jettisoned”PowsinLaos,vietnam
BAD NEWS!
nice dayi
oranywhereelse.~didsayreportsoflive
Hatonn to clear. Salu. I suggest you go
prisonershad crossedhis desk, but that these
Bush is NOT IN CGNTROLOFYOUR GOV- take your Crystal Life drops, your Hydrogen
could not be confirmed. Kissingerwent on to ERNMENlYRemember,thekeycodesheetsandperoxide drops (very sparingly), eat your alblame an #evil” 0xnmunist goxrnmen t in “hot-buxes”(football)were &en f?om Bush. gaeandTRYtosunrivelongenoughtofmdthe
throughEagleburger,Scowcm&and T’ruthsoyoucanchangethisnightmare! May
Hanoi and a Congressthat refusedto assist in w,
obtaining the release of remaining U.S. ser- others, is basicallyrunningyour government the ‘Force bewithyou”! Good day. Over and
RIGHTNOW. Bushknowsthatheis’out”and out!
vihekl prisoner.
Ki&ng&stestimonyrepmsentedanadmissionhehadliednearly2Oyearsagowhenheand
other U.S. officialspubliclyassertedno Ameiicans were stillbeing held hostagein Southeast
Asia.
Kis&gerthenattemptedtoshi&theguiltby
accusing former Defense SecretariesMelvin
I..airdandJamesSchlesingerofspmadingmisinformationwhen they told &rgress on Sep
Gates (Director of CIA) has promised a
1018/92 %l
HATONN
t&her 2 1 American POWs probablyhad not
“look into it”. CNN, on both news chanbeenmturned bythe Communists. Kissinger
nels this day with such a ‘breaking” story,
UP THE ANTE?
claimedthetwomendidnotraisethePOWissue
simply shows one, Drogoul, being granted
in 1973,~theycouldnothaveanybasisfortheir
Can you not see it? The Feds are getting a “rehearing” while all this breaks in the
latestassertions
ready to railroad Randy Weaver and Kevin courtroom-BUT NOTVERY MUCH INTHE
Harris-AND BO GRITZ! You have a situ- MEDIA, AT LEAST NOT ON CNN. WHY?? It
COVER-UP BEGINS
ation where a trial of people and unallowed is so bad this day that the story covers the
OnApril6,1973GodleyhadwiredWashing- bail release is going to take place in mere fact that this is a “major Italian bank”, it
ton:‘wehavetoassurne that all the American weeks when it usually takes years to bring indicates that the problem is %omewhere”
this type of case to hearing-AND, you fmd in the U.S. and it states that billions of
POWsleftinIaosaredeadP
Heclearlyknewbetterandisbekevedtohax the trial set at the ending of October with dollars were funnelled into Iraq and that
been acting upon direct ordersf?om the Presi- only a week to elections-wherein Bo Gritz Drogoul *may not turn out to be the only
is a witness and a candidate. Still think involved figure”.
dent.
The report DID NOT GIVE THE BANK
Shortlythemafter,
Clementstoldhisdeputy, you aren’t manipulated??
NAME
(BNL), nor did it say the case is IN
You won’t find CNN talking about eiDr. Roger shields: “All American POWS are
ATLANTA and COVERS UP COMPLETELY
ther!
dead.
ANY OTHER “PARTICIPANTS” AS WELL
Shields,whoalsoknewbetterandhassince
AS NOT SAYING “WHAT” THE CIA COVSPEAKING OF CNN
itieeminteaviewedbythe&3nate8elect
ERED!
D--W
Interesting point is that CNN is in AtCan you not see THIS one? The CIA has
“Wecan’t~hepmtestedtoClements.
lied
and
presented
false
documents
to
both
lanta.
Ted Turner got ‘loads” of funding
You didn’t hear me,” Clementssaid, accordingtoSh.ield’sdeposition,
‘1 saidthey’reall the Congress AND the court in Atlanta. for his ‘media networksb, comes to all
rftyadvism,anddegutgSec&aryoKHimse

ca
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state dinners at the White House with little
“Jane” and sits with Gorbachev and
Kissinger. NEWS BLACKOUT? Oh, I think
if you can stir up some interest in *tracking” you are going to find a rat’s nest to end
them all! It’s up to YOU!
CNN has an ongoing blackout on any
mention of Bo G&z-EVEN HIS NAME.
SYRIAN. SERBIAN-ALL

THE SAME?

Also, was it a “slip” perchance? This
very morning during the reporting of the
news in ‘old” Yugoslavia, where the fighting has been between Serbians and Moslems-what slip of the lip and printed sheet
caused the announcer, without note or
embarrassment or-to
say y...Syrian
forces.. .I)throughout two presentations of
CNN’s Headline News.
“SHIPS SHALL FALL FROM THE SKY
IN THOSE DAYS”
Remember our outline of the final days
before THE war AS LAND MASSES ARE
CHANGED and other things such as hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakesandwinds
of 150 miles/.hr, would sweep the lands?
We also said that the ships would sink in
the oceans and the ships would fall from
the sky.
It is happening daily-tit for tat (not
even hidden in “response’). A cargo plane
is dumped on people there and one is
dumped on people here. dpen up your
eyes, chelas, or you will miss the clues. A
little old jet liner drops its engines one day
and another drops its engines the next!
A bank indiscretion is caught in political corruption one day and Gorbachev is
cast out of his YFoundation” center the
next! “Foundation??“-“Think-tankFoundation” it’s called and YOU help support it
through donations gathered by Gorbachev
in the U.S.-ah, but WHO really owns that
Think-tanK”3 That’s right: Kissinger Associates!
Since you have the same players in
BCCI as in BNL AND LBS banks-you
know, massive turnover of money directed
by Kissinger, Scowcroft, Eagleburger and
various and sundry governments (your
own AND all your supposed enemies) what
do you think is going to happen when you
get to BANKAMERICA? CITIBANK? You
already know the Rockefeller-Rothschild
(Committee of 300) ownership of CHASE
and the FEDERAL RESERVE. But, you
say, what about the Japanese? What
about them-their market is about to collapse and one after another the leaders are
falling to scandals-every day. THE JAPANESE ELITE ARE MEMBERS OF THE TRII.ATERALCOMMISSIONWHICHISOWNED
AND CONTROLLED BY “I‘HE COMMITTEE OF 300-CLUB OF ROME”.

MOST DANGEROUS TIME

NEW ZEALAND INFORMATION

This period of time in America may well
be the most seriously critical time for you
in history as “seeming” enemies vie for the
power “roleA. It is easy to see that things
are ‘controlled” but how can that control

I have so many requests to present the
information from New Zealand-not the
least of which come FROM New Zealand,
that I will plan to do so within the next few
issues of the LIBEIRATOR. First, however,
I must give you an outlay of how the orders
have come down through Farmers Home
Administration to =clear more farmers off
the land”. This is being done through
FmHA debt settlement programs. This has
become a nightmare in practicea ship of
no return ifyou have any connections with
the FmHA and are more than 30 days late
in making payments to that lending agency.
The best disclosure comes from ACRES,
USA but relatively few of you would ever see
this article so we find it imperative to offer
it to you. You who think this organization
(FmHA) only lends against farms, etc.,
think again. It is into ‘building”, projects,
etc. Anything that possibly relates to the
‘land”, Agriculture, businesses related to
agriculture, housing, etc. It has been an
absolute gold-mine for some industries
and from those industries have flowed
marvelous benefits-BUT, it is designed to
take out the farmers and clear them off
their own lands. So, you have one more
plan identical to the RTC to get control into
the hands of the Elite Banksters and inside
money-changers, ALL OF THE PROPERTY
OF THE CITIZENRY.

be maintained?

DISASTER AND FORCE!

I hope you ones will go back and read
theplannedscenarioforgettingBush’pardoned” and the inclusion of Perot into the
picture, etc. I can’t rerun everything but
you are seeing ‘A” plan in the working.
Don’t be too concerned over who is doing
what to whom-remember: the goals are
THE SAME: NEW WORLD ORDER-ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT, DEPOPULATION
OF THE GLOBE TO NOT MORE THAN 550
MILLION PEOPLE (PER GEORGE BUSH)
AND TOTAL SUBMISSION OF ALL REMAINING PEOPLE.
CONFIRMATIONS:
UNDERGROUND/WATER
INSTALLATIONS
More valid confirmations have come in
that indeed, there are the underground
cities and bases as we have presentedonly there are apparently MORE than we
presented. Well, nobody is ‘perfect” short
of GGD.
ENVIRONMENTAL HOAX:
SHEEP HAD “PINKEYE?
Remember the big to-do about the sheep
going blind in southern Patagonia-from
THAT ultraviolet light slipping through the
ozone hole? This was an Al Gore “victory”
speech on environmental disasters and
included in his infamous book on the environment??? OOPS! NOTSO! AND WORSE,
EVEN “GREENPEACE” HAD TO MAKE A
STATEMENT REGARDING SAME.
In the investigation into the story of this
wild claim of blindness resulting from exposure in several places where the ‘. . .ozone
layer has holes”, it has been found that the
“sheep” and %omeA people were infected
with ‘PINKEY E” (a viral infection which
is airborne). Most of the story made it to
a production in San ‘Francisco (channel
KGO-TV, I am told). In going to Argentina
with Greenpeace, the man who broke the
story correction was present so this is
“first party”, not Hatonnese or hearsay.
The alleged sheep blinded by the ozone
hole is a farce and fully planned in adVance. In fact, the parties involved were
efforting to “prove the story correct”, so
eyeballs were brought back for analysis at
auniversity medical center. Theverdict is

LIBERATOR JUGGLING SPACE
Even if you have to exclude some of my
writing, or that of any other, such as Soltec,
there must be room allowed for the running of REGULAR insertion of corporation
information. We cannot offer insight and
gtie possible aids during this time of

evolution without giving practical runnine information on how to manage that
which vou DO. We also must arrange for
space wherein we can write on the subject of Rfe crystalline substance and
“food grade” hydrogen peroxide. These
are the substances which can give protection, better health balance in wellness
“feelings” and are totally without the
realms of Umedicinen, “drugs” or other
restrictivelimitations
IFused asa simple
supplement in moderation, i.e., as would
be aspirin.
The substances, however, are being
touted as ucures” for this and that and
the government is efforting to remove
allfromthe shelves andget it out ofyour
hands even, if necessary, by confiscation. The enemy is AMONG YOU, and
you cannot seem to see it! The scoun“the
sheep
suffered
from
drels get their hands on the goodly
that
conjunctivitis,
or pink eye, a highly things and spoil the benefits for all by
infectious inflammation
of the mem- greed, corruption
and rip-off claims
brane covering the inside of eyelids and which do naught save bring in the government “shut-down” teams.
front of the eyeball.”
. . _ . IL<
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We have ones willing to do the labor
and handle the misery of such product
for your convenience and instructionsbut I am unwilling to do more than
simply tell you a bit about these things
as possibilities for countering bad water
and physical assaults. I do not practice
medicine, law or any other thing as your
society presents-however,
I cannot
speak of these things, have such simple
and available counteractors
of the insulting cause of assault, without offering some manner of solution.

Government

THE GOVERNMENTS are moving into falsify, conceal or covers up pertinent inUhigher and higher forms of hilling” and formation shall be fined not more than
I have no intention of jeopardizing my $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five
Bankers, at
people. You may do that which you will years.” What gives here?
with information and we will help you most, simply deny a shaky refinance
get information but therein must end deal...but, tine and imprisonment?
In the rush to gain write-downs of
interaction. Please be in understanding
of your fellow-man who risks for you debt, the farmer gives up by contract
every day and honor the6e ones who are not only his freedoms, but all the priviwilling to serve, but only simply and leges granted to him by not only the U.S.
within all laws as presented by regula- Constitution but also his right of foreclosure granted him pursuant to hi6
tions. Thank you.
various loan agreement6 which, in turn,
are protected by state statute.
The
farmer, then, also forgives his lawyers,
his financiaI advisors, the courts as well
as the FmIIA for all of their wrongs,
liabilities and misdeeds.
Failing all of
this, our government can now reposition the hapless producer so he can go to
jail. Some already have.

Helps Farmers

Off Of Their Land

1. Can continue farming, enabling
FmHA a “better recovery” scenario, or
2. The farmer can deed his farm to
ASSIGNMENT FOR FmHA:
FmHA with a leaseback and option to buy
CLEAR MORE FARMERS OFF
back his own land.
THE LAND
Nothing is really new. The dry-dock
Why? Because “big daddy” plans to patching was cemented with old chewing
own ALL property, starve you-the-people gum. In either of these situations the
and render you totally helpless and en- “confessions” made by the delinquent
slaved. Face it now or perish later-it is up farmer will pitch him overboard into a
lifeboat without a paddle or create a
to YOU.
OUOTING: Acres, U.S.A. as presented whirlpool into which goes his family
by William S. Williams, October, 1992.
farm.
An invitation to set sail aboard the
The confessions extrapolated by way
cruise Iiner NO HOPE again has been of the various forms made part of the debt
adwwtised. Xtleauesthedockwithtn60
settlement programs amount to nothing
&ysofthedateoftherreceiptofthe
more than an extension of granting auYbucancome-by
thority by the farmer to all of his privacy
ttinerruy.
10/8/92 #2

HATONN

selling, sigdng and apply for debt rw
tief via the pumhase
of a ticket to
oblivion.
This is done by fwnping on
board
the
Farmers
Home
Adminmtion’s
ship of n0,mtut-n and
acceptingitsfopSVVid&?FmHll
bomnuerssevemlopttorrsforthose
who

avlcmo~than3oda~slateinmaking

payments

b that lendingagenq.

What actually is happening is another attempt to bring on board those who
were not ticketed on the first disastrous
voyage when the ship hit rocky bottom in
uncharted waters. Four years ago Congress concluded that only the rich and
famous were to benefit from the various
FmHA debt settlement programs set up via
the 1987 Farm Act. A chronology of that
event is available in Night Came to the
Farms ofthe Great Plains, which now must
be considered a survival manual, not legal
deck furniture that becomes expendable
as the water rises. The ship has been drydocked, repaired and is now ready to set
sail again. In general, a delinquent borower under the new schemes is privileged
L~adjust his debt so that he:

rights as well as to the ownership of his
land and most of his personal property
to unforgiving strangers under the pretext of debt forgiveness.
[H: Where 6ome of you may slip away
from us here is that you will ask u...and
how is this different from doing business with a banh?” Ah so, it isn’t, only
more tenacious because the government
FmHA, FHA, etc., simply borrow6 fkom
the banh and both the agency AND the
bank: then have to mahe usury (interest)
gain on the money uloanedW. It is a total
“catch 22” but unnoticed because the
rules are more lenient for the loans than
from a Ubank” and limitations
of
uamount6” are far, far more flexible
when you mov8 into associated industrial situations (which, by the way, are
feasible funding sources for projects
which are going to be necessary and
desperately needed.)]

More important, and, in a shocking
acknowledgement of the real intent behind
the program, “Whoever, in any matter
within the jurisdiction of any Department
or Agency of the United States should

This is pretty serious stuff. How can
a criminal interpretation be made by our
own benefactors, the FmHA and various
United States agencies or departments,
which come to do good but, instead, do very
well? The various settlement programs for
delinquent farm borrowers consist of an
Application for FmHA Services (Form FmHA
410- 1) which contains requirements for
the borrower to reveal cash income, cash
expenses, operating expenses, family living expenses, crop production expenses,
livestock production expenses, capital disclosures, refinance costs, loan fees and
other cash-flow projections. FmHA 4 lo- I
also makes the borrower confess to any
involvement with planting, growing, producing, harvesting or storing of a controlled substance, i.e. drugs. Truly, all
FmHA borrowers are invited aboard a romantic sunset sail.
The financial statement-as of the
date of his ‘application”-amounts to nothing more than a guessing game in which
any mistake can be interpreted at the
option of the FmHA as a falsification, concealment or a cover-up of a material fact, a
fictitious or fraudulent statement or simply a misrepresentation leading to the
$10,000 fine or five years in the crowbar
hotel. What a voyage the farmer can take
by being a mere volunteer.
You then might ask, ‘How can I be
refinanced or get any kind of debt relief
without making some kind ‘of a confession?b The answer is best contained in
another question: *why make confessions
when the chance of error is disproportionately exorbitant to the benefits hopefully
gained?” Furthermore, you may want to
ask, “Why give strangers my property with
a willing and written approval without consideration let alone due process of law?
Why, furthermore, self impose unilaterally
a criminal possiblity leading to substantial
fines and imprisonment beyond my control?” Even private bankers are not so
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crass!
The Farm and Home Plan (FmHA
43 l-2) is dso enclosed in the application
package for the luckless producer who
again seeks relief. The borrower must
make still another confession of the same
kind of repeat information. Why again?
Must such a rearrangement of the factual
data be set forth for the benefit of the
FmHA, or is it pure harassment just to trip
UP
the borrower? Crops, feed on hand,
livestock to .besold, growing crops, acreage
estimates, costs per acres, supplies, prepaid expenses, all must be reiterated. Woe
unto the borrower if he does not regurgitate the data on Form FmHA 43 l-2 identical to that exposed by him on said Form
whether or not the
4 lo- 1. TO confm,
borrower, indeed, is disclosing the truth,
and nothing but the truth, in writing and
certified, the borrower confesses to a debt
repayment plan which, in turn, is verified
by a Request for Statement of Debts and
Collateral (Form FmHA 440-32), to which
his creditors, without consideration, must
respond. And, if all that is not enough to
create grounds for mistakes, errors or inappropriate confessions, the borrower must
then file an Application for Settlement of
Indebtedness (FmHA 1956- 1) which goes
through the same exercise in futility. FmHA
1956-1, of course, is set up in a different
format but still seeks to know the borrower’s
private affairs, his living expenses, indebtedness to government and other financial
disclosures, this time all combined into
still another form of balance sheet. We now
have cross forms which set forth current
farm assets, intermediate and long term
farm liabilities. Again, the borrower must
sign a statement he did not lie, cheat, steal,
transfer or pillage his own property, yet
alone falsify any of the paperwork. If the
borrower should get a write-off from the
FmHA, the borrower by virtue of his own
‘honesty permits the FmHA to report any
written-off indebtedness as income to the
IRS, bankruptcy provisions notwithstanding.

You would think the graciousness and
gratuity of the ypromise” of any writedown
would be just that. But, there is none.
Nothing. When it comes to making farmers
confess, the governm t knowsno bounds.
Not only does the Set?.Iement of Indebtedness set the borrower up for an IRS audit
but it ends up rewriting old loan obligations (without the release of indebtedness
incurred by them). Yet more commitments, more promissory notes and more
paper to make more repayments in accordance to new installment schedules are
guaranteed by this form to be generated by
the government’s industrious and greedy
lawyers. The mysterious and dangerous
part of this commitment for such a nebulous promise is the inability of the producer to mine

sale and leaseback papers, promissory
notes and lien obligations to be mushroomed forthwith. Ifnoncompli~ce
to a.ry
of the terms and conditions of FmHA 19561 by the applicant should occur at any

assets now to make it worthwhile
for
them to salt you away. only via your
confession
and- c&ified
con~cta~
arrangementi cap such a d&mmhatfon

be firmly established. Time limitations
time, 2%
rollover of his property to FmHA is a;re therefore imposed upon
fl
the
decommitted and all without guarantees on liuquent borrowers to assure a speeding

the part of FmHA to give the borrower a up of the d-p-six

prmdme.

write-down.

You may think, “Enough is enough!”

But, alas, no! Along comes a Finakd

PURPOSES

ad

Production Farm Analysis Summary (Form
FmHA 1960- 12) which requires reiteration
of the prior confessions only this time by
loan types. Worst of all, up pops a revelation of “other” borrowers who may have
been involved in various farm loans of
yours. The problem is, none of the statements which are made by these creditors
are certified. The payments made to them,
the income received and other factors, any
one ofwhich can be used to incriminate the
borrower who, indeed, has certified the
veracities of the numbers.
Form FmHA 1960-12 finally sets
forth a confessional recapping a five year
production and yield analysis which data
already exists in a local county extension
office. You better beware your analysis
matches the “correct and authorized” one
at the county offrce. Otherwise allegations
ofacover-upwillcertainlybelodged against
you. At best, your “application” can be
then denied. When that hapoens, which is
always the case (except for the rich and
famous) the borrower has set sail, volunteered a plea bargain via a pointless confession to gain nothing but walk the plank
for a dunking of his lifetime, and a keelhauling to boot.
The Notice of the Availability of Loan
Service and Debt Settlement Programs for
Delinquent Farm Borrowers proved to be
just that. As noted above, the Notice did
operate to make a confessor out of each
borrower, but, surprisingly, did not contract away the ownership of the farm. The
old FmHA programs did just that at the
application stages. The new FmHA program reserves any takeovers until and
after FmHA causes another anticipated
default. i‘he FmHA reluctantly leaves that
little gem of discouragement for you when
it might approve ‘your request for debt
relief. The escape clause for the Feds is still
an optional feature for FmHA. The confessionals by the farmer to this point permit
the Feds to determine whether or not you
have sufficient equity or net worth making
it worthwhile for them to steal, pillage or
confiscate your land without the obstacle
of foreclosure action.

In other words, the “application”
has amounted to nothing more than
establishing
a certifiable
and docuto determine
mented
confessional
whether or not YOU are worth saving for
beforehand any of the future plucking or if you have enough

As set forth in the ‘purposes” behind the primary and preservation loan
service and debt settlement programs, a
presumption

is ra&&

that you do not, as

a borrower, own your farm. No producer
who holds a deed to his land shoti be
led to bdme he b n& the owner of his
land even thou& there may &
v&ous liens or encumberances

clouding

I& title. The farmer, the 1IILpcher,the
N&ha
fruit grower b la the mer.
the Fmw, FCA and/or any other lender
owns the land. Those entities cannot
acquire such title unt3I you sign it away

vir abonafide deed. Ye& when you apply
for the aforesaid m
~09 -8 led to
belime the FmHA ia your bles8ed bonefactor md you, without being given one

penny of consider&ion, mu&
forego
your’&atutory rights to f~~~~e
by
completing the “applh&ion" ad be
willing to submit a deed to the FmHA to
ain debt sewkinu
bandts when the
8:
oan is consummated.
-p: Please don’t get bogged down in
the “above” for it too is erroneous in
concept. IFYOU CANHAVEYOURPROPERTY uTAKEN” BY TAX LIABILITIES
AND OR ANY OTHER METHOD “OUTSIDE” YOUR CONTROL-YOU
DO ROT
“OWN” ANYTHING.
Further, you wiIl
Rnd the same TYPE of limitations and
reqairementsonANP”loans*
offfersdby
ent-free
or
low-interest,
the golrrernm
etc. It is purely and simply a basic setup also followed by the Resolution Trust
Corporation to coufiscate commercial
and housing properties FORTHE BANKS
AND BANISTERS!]

Just what have you really accomplished by going through the various stages
of this confessional:
1. The Application (FmHA Form
4 lo- 1) is not set up as an application for
any services, even though it is captioned as
one. As stated above the form is arranged
to make you show what property you own,
what your sex is, your nationality, and
disclose ifyou have acriminal background.
The form is rife with warnings to YOUwhen
and if you should lie, steal or cheat and
provides for your voluntary participation
in the government’s monitoring of your
actions. This is a right the Feds never had
over you before you entered into this contract. Nowhere in the application is there
a solicitation for any assistance whatso-
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:ver. [H: Further, it is set up and &ruc:ured so that the ‘government can lie,
:heat, steal ind misrepresent+ntil
hell
ieezes and there is not so much as
aotary seal required on their part!]

2. Further, you release to strangers
pursuant to ‘Statement Required by the
Privacy Act (Form FmHA 4 10-9)” your Social Security Account or Federal IdenMication Number and other personal matters
obtainable by any law enforcement agencies, employers, businesses, landlords,
creditors, their credit reporting agencies
and any other party or entity the FmHA
decides you may be worthy of inspection.
These interested parties can be, of course,
your business competitors, or even the
general public as a whole.
3. Further, your Farm and Home
?lan (FmHA 43 l-2) commits the borrower
to discuss with the FmHA any important
changes that may become necessary and
gain reemphasizes that it is a federal
crime to make a false statement. Your
imagination can run wild thinking about
the potentialities of FmHA employee collusions or otherwise to gain access to your
property rights and privacy information.
(Have you ever had a verbal dispute with
your County Supervisor?) Yet, to this
point, no proposed borrower has even applied for any relief for assistance (as he may
believe he has) but, has only confessed his
net worth, the way and with whom he lives
and, otherwise, gives outright strangers.
access to everything he should hold dear.
4. Further, the Request for Statement of Debts and Collateral (Form FmHA
440-32) amounts to a release by the borrower to the FmHA the extent of any debts
outstanding to any creditor, payment his-tory and the amount of security encumbering the borrower’s real and/or personal
property. A certification as toits privileges
to invade a borrower’s rights is printed on
FmHA 440-32 but is worthless because
there is no provision for any government
agent to sign it. You indeed make a comnitment, under oath. Why cannot you
nold the government to the same criteria?
5. Further, the Request for Verification of Employment (Form FmHA 1910-5)
goes deeper into the borrower’s privacy
than a simple request for verification implies. If the borrower does not permit his
salary and other past or present data be
disclosed to anameless and faceless FmHA,
a basis for loan settlement rejection can be
established.
6. Finally, and not until an actual
Application for Settlement of Indebtedness
(Form FmHA 1956-1) is offered, has the
borrower made any overture for assistance.
The borrower then commits to pay FmHA a
specified sum of money as his consideration for consideration of settlement, but
the FmHA commits to nothing. The “application” is unilateral and moot. It is
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nothing more than a confessional to undercut the privacy of the borrower. It
simply sets up the groundwork to evade
the borrower’s rights to foreclosure. It
stages the foundation to deprive the borrower of his ownership rights in his own
real and personal property. It identifies
that property. The proposed borrower comprises everything, the FmHA comprises
nothing.
In the remote chance a delinquent
borrower wins approval of any debt settlement (however, only the rich and famous
get such debt relief) the new promissory
notes, deeds, assignments and bills of sale
securing the ownership positions of the
FmHA will. surely separate the borrower
from his property. The new paperwork will
leave the debtor in a worse financial position than if he simply went through the
statutory rights granted to him via the
foreclosure laws. The borrower also retains his rights to sue lawyers, the FmHA
and the others who sold him out during the
previous years of’assistance”, by not seeking this debt settlement scheme.
FORECLOSURE

strength to control your interest rates,
your repayment schedules and its right
to call in your demand notes for little or
This permits a lender a
no reason.
license to collapse your operations when
the regulated price of your commodities
unfairly cannot mwt your production
costs, including interest payments.

Such ‘confiscatory-pricing” privileges put any borrower at a severe disadvantage. The programs of the various
Farm Acts promulgated by FmHA do not
even attempt to address the inequities of
the situations foisted upon the borrowers.
The ship No Hope does continue to
ply various ports of call to take aboard all
who purchase fares on counsel of lawyers,
accountants and other hand-holding advisors (PrairieFire, various farm unity coalitions and ecumenical ministries), all of
which are undisciplined. The FmHA sunset cruise does sail through uncharted and
troubled waters. You need not buy passage
to save the family farm via such waybills as
presented in the settlement programs enumerated above.
Until FmHA quits acting as a collection agent for banksviathe devious schemes
proposed above, which are nothing more
than *sting” operations, the mass emptyingof our countrysideswill continue. Huge
grants of land will also disappear from our
tax rolls, further deepening the cash flow
crunch for counties, state and federal coffers. Only when the FmHA starts to really
assist its borrowers by promoting programs which can permit them to approach
meeting their costs of production by way of
a fair and protected parity pricing structure can the true and honest function of
the various farm acts be realized.

Foreclosure was devised by our vatious legislatures to protect the vested equity of borrowers from theft by lenders.
Foreclosure statutes were mandated to
assure the borrower retains certain rights
alluding to that equity and other interests
to stop organized assaults and willing surrenders by unknowing borrowers, without
due process of law. Assets of such borrowers must not be rearranged to be picked off
like ripe plums in the summer’s sunshine!
Borrowers, beware! Do not mediate,
sell, sign or abandon your property and
END OF QUOTING
your personal rights. You state: “What
*+*
now? I want to believe FmHA and my
government allow me good and real privi- I get the feeling that you possibly may have
leges to reorganize my affairs to enable me misunderstood my statement as to the
ability of “businesses” to gain goodly fundto begin to adjust my debt.”
The solutions proposed by FmHA ing, especially for start-up, if related to
are not that. They simply amount to farm or home products. As you noted in
confessions by you setting up your prop- the article above-there
are so many
erty for confiscation by people who did FORMS and BRANCHES of this operanot earn it, till it, repair it or simply tion that sorting is all but impossible for
maintain it. Your preparation of these the novice. The above is written by an
uapplicationn papers give the FmHA an insightful Business l&.nagement Counopen sesame to all of your property,
selor, in Boise, Idaho. P.O. Box 3455. Zip:
including your appreciation interests 83703-0455.
Telephone 208-343-2763
and hard-earned equity.
(For you who may wish to thank him or
Your course of action is to recog- blast him for we get used to either.)
nize the problem for what it is-the
Next we have a simultaneously run
manipulation by nonowners of your abil- article from Acres U.S.A. regarding the
ity to freely and openly market your subject just covered.
production without trade restrictions
QUOTING:
benefiting nonowners and obstructing
your access via unfair price structuring
of your own production.
Worst of all,
Four years ago, Acres U.S.A. told
farmers not to complete the forms FmHA
your indebtednesswasmagnifiedbyyour
inability to control your lender’s ability sent to borrowers of record shortly after the
to interfere .with your cash-flow via its election and before Christmas. w: Shades
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of rerun?]

There were about 300 farm publications in the U.S. at the time. These ranged
from large monthly magazines to quart&ly
news sheets. Almost all echoed FmHA’s
advice in favor of the farmer completing the
forms-if they touched the subject at all.
Many of the quarterly news sheets could
not take a stand because their next publication date was too far away. Only one
farm publication came out against completing the forms. This was Acres U.S.A.

warned against this danger. [H: Chelas,

why must the ones who serve the greatest be the ones to be put down, insulted,
abused and effortea at de&uction$
Could it be because the “anti-Christ” is
at work in all of these massive coverings? It is time to stop joining the ranks
of “rock slingers” and get on with reading the fine print of your execution
PaPer

As soon as FmHAmade its announcement, various private groups joined the
yammering on where farmers could get the
forms filled out. The forms were complicated beyond any reason. Over 70 documents were involved. They appear to have
been designed to obfuscate the scheme an option to buy”. The farmer only gets

Here the editor analyzed the forms and
concluded that the government was asking the farmer to sign away alI of his
legal and constitutional
rights in and
out of court in favor of FmHA. A quiet
claim deed was cleverly hidden in the that the government was hatching.
packet, and this docum ent conveyed
Almost on signal, various boiler
title to the farmer’s property.
Many rooms opened to help farmers “comply’,.
farmers failed to see the legal signifi- Many charged as much as $2,500 to fill out
cance of this document until it was too the complicated forms. Farmers who were
late.
The Acrw
U.S.A. editor recom- skinned by these shysters were already
mended that the farmers not fill out the impoverished due to the collapse of the
forms and instead take their chances in farm economy. Now they were fleeced out
and out of court.
of what little they had in order to “comply,,

This brought FmHA and the groups
it had suckered into supporting the agency
up fighting from their chairs. Acres U.S.A.
and its editor were both denounced, many
of these denouncements being orchestrated
by FrnHA and by private groups that should
have known better. Farmers’ Legal Action
Group of St. Paul, Minnesota lashed out at
Charles Walters with a news release circulated to the -farm press, radio and TV stations, and metro dailies. It told how “nationally recognized lawyers,,, meaning Jim
Massey and Dale Reesman, had denounced
as yfalse” and ‘misleading” the advice
offered to financially distressed farmers by
Acres U.S.A.
Massey urged farmers to
ignore Walters and bring legal action against
him based on having followed the journal’s
advice to their detriment. On the other
hand, Family Farmers Foreclosure Legal
Assistance Program (FFFLAP) ran a survey
of foreclosed farmers. In cases involving
lending institutions, large corporations, or
the government, fully 98% of the individuals lost. At least 97% of those who
engaged legal talent, opined that they had
been betrayed by their lawyer and handled
unfairly and illegally by the courts.
Some religious leaders were appalled
that Acres U.S.A. would challenge the govemment.
Some name-calling resulted.
Nevertheless, Congressional Research Service revealed that FmHA had packages
with the names of some 83,000 farmers on
them. The agency had no intention of
rewriting more than 16,000 borrowers.
This meant that 67,000 farmers were to be
administratively foreclosed and put out of
business and off of their property. This
may be the largest and saddest foreclosure
ever in the history of the world. And only
one farm paper and one editor foresaw and

which require the farmer to divulge what
he has earned, will earn and what he
presently owns. The disclosures are required so as to enable the FmHA (and
others who will profit by the proposed
transfers) to know-exactly the as&&of the
farmer. None of the forms this time create
the transfers. Such transfers are presumably reserved for the ‘lucky” farmers who
do get their refinancing packages approved.
At that time the hapless victim gets his
debt “adjustedb so he can continue to farm
and ‘the FmHA will receive a better recovery on the money” or that “victim” who
may lose his land to FmHA gets his farmland and/or his home ‘back” “through

with the government’s request.
Some of these boiler operations even
staged public signing events, which the
press covered like fleas on a dog. Farmers
who signed and returned the forms were
made out to look like they had twice the
mentality of Albert Einstein. In actuality
they signed away their farm operations,
which could now be foreclosed administratively.

a choice of the weight of the millstone
being tied to his a&In.
[H:Orthesizeofthenoosearoundhis
neck! The reason I take the time and
space to run this is because once again
you are at the same identical set of
circumstances as four years agwht
to the %min%) and elections.
Moreover, there has been an assault against
farmers with everyMng
from &Boding,
drought, contamination and, of course,
&uit flies and white flies and on and on
and on-which
wiIl require help if the
ufarm is to be saved”.
The same Ubenefitsw of losing everything are built into all programs of the
government these da-d
you MUST
HAVE A RIGHT TO KNOW. I CAN ONLY
OFFER INFORMATION, YOU MUST BE
AWARE AND MAKE YOUR OWN DECISIONS AS THESE OFFERS OF HELP ARE
GOING TO POUR ALL OVER YOU UNWARY ONES CAUGHT IN TROUBLES
BEYOND YOUR CONTROL. PONDER IT
MOST CAREFULLY, PLEASE.]

The 1992 foreclosure scenario features amodified agenda because the enclosure is supported by the likes of Senator
Paul David Wellstone of Minnesota, who
should know better. Farm producers are
again buried in misinformation and will
certainly-bywilling transfer-ve
up their
END OF QUOTING
l **
life investments.
May you be given into the seeing and
Half of the notice proposal is made
up of details explaining loan servicing in- may you accept the hand offered in order to
tentions, application procedures and what help sustain you in goodness and freeforms are included in the .package. The dom-may GOD walk this road with you.
rest of the package consists of the forms
Hatonn to clear-Salu .

Slips Of Insight
On The News Scene
oil refinery that was felt intensely for some
ten miles and notable for over 20 miles
COINCIDENCE OR CONFIRMATION?
distant. THIS is not the important part of
the story, however, for we don’t even need
In the area of Long Beach (Wilmington, go into what caused the blast or what this
Los Angeles, California) at about 8:45 P.M. incident indicates. It is that which would
last evening came an explosion in a Texaco only be heard on the airwaves ONCE, which
10/g/92 #l
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is important. .
GN LOCAL RADIO:
SAFETY PERSONNEL
A couple of hours after the blast a

lsafety engineer”

who “floats” and has a
high position inTexaco “finally” got through
on the phone lines to a local channel
covering the explosion. He gave his name
(I won’t because he has enough problems
today I would guess) and he said this was
u...an accident ready to happen”. There
had been several small explosions in the
complex which ‘blew” arid, at least, personnel were on alert and it could only be
hoped that the warnings had paid off. The
man said he and his safety crew had
hounded Texaco to do something and invest the money to secure the installation.
They had refused to do so on the basis that
uit was tiected
that there would be a

‘WILL ALWAYS OUT” FOR THE “SLIP IS
ALWAYS JUST BEYOND THE LIPS”!
EARTHOUAKES
By the way, at about the same time last
evening as the Texaco refinery blast
occured-the whole of California gave a
‘shudder” from one end to the other. It
was not noted on the news but is worthy of
your attention.
BANCA NAZIONALE DEL LAVORO

Not a good week? It isn’t for a lot of
people from here to Rome. The ItaIians do
not like being blamed for the indiscretions
of the Mafia and the U.S. Administration.
The Italians are, right now, starting an indepth investigation of the BNL scandal. I
wouldn’t hold my breath if I were you
because the Italian nation is far worse off
massive earthquake
or some kind of than is the crime-ridden, U.S. but it has
maior disaster in the area BY DECEM- stirred the pot and it looks like Henry
BER, PROBABLY BY MID OCTOBER and (Gonzalez) will fmd other fodder for his fire.
therefore repairs and shoring-up NOW It is now noted on ‘both shores” that the
would simply be negatedwithkr weeks.”
culprits
are predominantly
from
The man was questioned graciously and -Ma
Associates.
then had to be released so that the %aThis comes on pretty good information:
tion” could go to live copter scenes. He was Dr. Giuanearlo Voltri. Dr. Voltri is an
asked ifhe would speakagain-and agreed; Italian court auditor who is in the United
he did not, however, have a repeat oppor- States specifically to look into the BNL
tunity. When queried by other callers they scandal. I would guess that if he finds
were told that “time limitations” prevented anything too amiss, the Mafia with. its
reputation of daring deeds, will not allow
any follow-up of individual callers.
I suggest you. think about this VERY too much to hit the public in its untampered
CAREFULLY forprojections have come from
several sources (not me) that the 12th
would be SABO (San Andreas Big One).
You will also note that the price of oil on
the market, went UP due to the ‘explosion”. This is as ifone fire in one part of one
refinery would affect the entire world fuel
supply! Pay attention and perhaps you will
make it through.

Reminder

The Adversary
101 lo/92

SECOND THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
In all the hoopla nonsense about the
Clinton/Moscow trip and Bush’s lips moving again-did you HEAR WHAT HE SAID?
(Clinton was a college youngster taking a
mid-season break vacation. I have no
comment about the trip for that is not what
is in point here.) Bush went on about
“supporting” the enemy by visiting and
somehow
taking
part in anti-war
demonstrations, I...ouz enemy. ... and
when I think about those prisoners of
WAR (ours) sitting in a prison camp-1
am appalled and cannot accept this man
as Commander-in-Chief
of the United
States military command!” “OUR PRIS-

ONERS OF WAR”?? WHAT PRISONERS
OF WAR, MR. PRESIDENT?? YOU JUST
MOVED YOUR LIPS AGAIN AND I THINK
PERCHANCETRUTH ERUPTED! EVILWILL
ALWAYS ‘WEAR A CLUE” AND TRUTH

form. So be it.
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER
ENTERS WEAVER/HARRIS DEFENSE
The Constitutional Law Center is entering the case of Weaver/Harris (The *Idaho
Standoff Incident). Contacts with legal
counsel have been made and action plans
are getting under way. There wiIl need to be
a lot of public support and do be sure and
continue contact with Weaver and Harris.
I am sure this will be welcome information
for them-unfortunately they don’t get
much information from inside.
The attorneys’ for the two are ecstatic
overtheentryoftheCLC because”....there
is no such thing as %ommon law’ or Constitutional consideration given in Idahoanywhere+and under no circumstances
can WE change it but maybe you can open
a few eyes and ears.” They are very grateful
for the help because it is obvious that this
was and is a total ‘railroad job” from start
on the mountain to the courtroom. All is
being done to get Gritz tied up in this mess
and keep him occupied while the fmal
election “fures” are put to bed. You will
have to make an even louder outcry than in
Idaho if you wish to see a change.
Also, The Constitutional Law Center is
being asked to see what they can do to get
Gritz into the ‘presidential debates” starting in San Diego. What odds do YOU give?
salu.

From Soltec:

Is A Sneaky

SOLTEC

Soltec present in the light of Holy God.
I come in service unto and with the Host of
Heaven.
There is much concern on the part of
many regarding the upcoming weekend
and especially Monday, October 12, 1992,
also observed asyour Columbus Day. What
will occur? Your guess is as good as ours;
however, I would guess that it shall come
and go and you shall not note anything.
This will not mean that nothing has taken
place. Remember, just because you see it
not or hear it not does not mean that it has
not occurred, as your communications
networks are totally controlled. This does
not mean that on the 13th or 15th nothing
will take place. One of the tricks of the
Adversary is to allow something to “leak”
out, such as a date, to divert the attention
and when that time comes and passes
everyone breathes a sigh of relief and be-

Dude

comes complacent again and says, *well, I
guess Hatonn or Soltec didn’t know what
they were talking about.” Then a few days
later, boom; there you go, just when you
had become comfortable again and you are
caught with your pants down! Do not
forget that they will discredit the Truth at
every opportunity, even if it means they
must change their plans!
You can also bet on the fact that if a fully
televised “alien invasion” takes place and
dominates the news that something even
more dastardly is taking place behind the
scenes and the staged ‘invasions is to
divert your attention. Do not be fooled by
what the eyes are given to see.
Last week Kilauea in Hawaii erupted
again, signaling renewed activity of that
volatile Pacific Plate. Yes, Kilauea erupts
somewhat regularly and this is nothing,
new. However, just after its eruption of last
week, a mild earth tremor was felt in Arizona!
- - neonle
Lo ~ would not have even
- _~~--. Most
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noticed this little shuddering, but it did takesplace2,OOOmilesawayfromyou that replaced with chemical man-made comoccur. This should be an indication to you it shall not touch you. Your world is a very pounds designed to kill you off. So, while
of just how much energy is released from small place and what takes place in South you believe that you are taking something
within your Earth. Is this a normal thing? Africa on the other side of the globe will that is good for you, you will actually be
This planet was
That all depends upon your perception of have an effect upon you in Montana. Re- swallowing poison.
equipped
with
everything
needed by its
normal For the stage your Earth is in, it is member, Mr. Bush has “globalized” you
quite normal, taking into consideration aI1 and your surpluses have been shipped to inhabitants, but most of the useful knowledge has been withheld from you. Dear
that is presently happening and all that Russia, leaving you without.
You
are
also
about
to
lose
commercial
God,
you live in a nasty world!
has happened in the past. Just how much
Know
that you can survive all that is in
abuse and assaulting and messing with sources for natural herbs and homeopathic
“Mother Nature” can the planet endure? remedies. The purpose in this is two-fold. store, providing that is what you choose. If
Planets are pretty tough entities, but even One, people have, in recent years, been re- you did not have the ability,you would not be
the tough have their limits and Earth is discovering the value of such treatments hem in this experience. Thechoiceyou make
just about to reach hers. Are your bungies and the pharmaceutical companies are is strictly between you and God. We cannot
in place, Chelas?
whining about getting their “fair share”. and will not make the choice for you, and no
Did you know, for instance, that in So, once again, they lobbied and convinced one else is able to either. Our hope is thatyou
Sedona, Arizona, in the Boynton Canyon your government that uncontrolled use of do survive, for our goal is to bring the family
area that some very interesting things have these wonders of nature are harming the back together again. We want to see the
just recently occurred? All the areas to the people and should be controlled and dis- fulfillmentandcompletion ofthe missionand
south of Boynton have now been closed to pensed only by practicing physicians. The your participationin it.
At the risk of sounding redundant, I can
public access. About the only accessible real reason is there is big money to be made
area is the resort at Boynton, which is of by these pharmaceutical companies from only urge you to be informed and become as
course a cover for the underground activi- the natural remedies. The second reason, knowledgeable as is possible, and educate
ties which take place. This closure is not and even more heinous, is to get them out your children, for they are the hope of your
for the purpose that you have been told; of the hands of the people because these future. These preciousonesthat areentering
that being “to preserve the pristine wilder- remedies actually workl Remember, they the world now need you more than ever
ness.” It is to keep you-the-citizens out so are trying to keep you ill and by utilizing before. It is your responsibilityto teach them
that all the dark forces can come and go at these natural methods people are becom- the truth and help them to know the true
God. If you do not teach them Truth, your
will without detection. It is really a sadness ing and remaining in good health.
Fortunately, many of these plants can world will see to it that they are taught lies.
to see what has happened to that absolute
beautiful place of red rocks. The Native be found growing in the wild and can be They are enlightenedlittle souls, but they do
Americans mourn over the desecration of utilized, providing you know what you are need guidance in order to discover their own
doing. I would suggest that you do as this light. Teach them well and the reward shall
one of their most sacred places.
Earth changes are going to take place scribe has been guided to do and purchase be great!
We shall close this writing. Take the time
due to activities both manmade and natu- as much printed material on the subject as
ral. Man will get the ball rolling, so to you can put your hands on while it is still to go within and find your own strength and
speak, and then allow Nature to take its available and begin educating yourselves. peace in these troubledtimes. You need your
course. He has messed with everything (Yes, this means even more reading and wits about you and you need all the strength
from your atmospheric conditions to the learning!) It also means taking responsibil- you can get, physically,mentallyand spirituelectromagnetic grid, not to mention the ity for selves. You need this information ally as you move on into yet another planned
constant pulsing on your fault lines. As we desperately. If it becomes controlled by the assault. I leave you with the blessingsof God
have stated over and over again, the closer bureaucrats, there will be nothing “natu- and of the Host. You are held ever dear.
Soltec to clear. Salu.
to your year 2000 you get, the more accel- ral” about the concoctions. They will be
erated the activities will become. I suggest
you hold on tightly, because you are in for
a rough ride. However, if you intend to get
beyond these things it is necessary to go
through them. Will it be unpleasant? Yes,
indeed. But, will you grow from the experiences? Absolutely! That is the reason
future? Let’s see: as college students begin
ARE YOU PROTECTED FROM
most of you are here right now. Growth on
their senior year, they take a look out into
YOUR BUSINESS?
your level seldom comes without pain in
the job market. What they find is that jobs
one form or another. It is usually through
Today,
owning
a
business
under
any
aregettingmore and more scarce. So these
unpleasant experiences that the greatest
lessons are learned. This is not meant to be structure other than a Corporation is risky. students, being young yet prematurely
This lawsuit-crazy country has gone mad. conservative toward risk, decide that it is
harsh-it is given only as a reminder.
In Iowa, for example, there has now The increase in lawsuits has caused insur- best to stay within those safe confines of
been so much rain that the crops are ante premiums to go through the roof and the higher education institutions. Many of
rotting in the fields because it is too wet to has pushed the prices of all consumer those clever young individuals jump right
go in and harvest the corn. You may sit goods higher. It is the reason for the boom into three years of Law School. Upon
back now and think that this is in Iowa and in the field of Safety Engineering, and the graduation, these new attorneys, having
you live in New Jersey, so it doesn’t affect reason for the extended “transition” pack- passed the Bar Exam, are added to the
you. Oh, is that so? Your silos are empty ages that companies are giving to their growing plethora of lawyers in this counnow, precious ones, and they will not be newly laid-off employees. It is likewise a try. In the depression that this country is
filled this harvest season. That is going to big part of the reason that health care costs currently facing, these new lawyers have to
create shortages and even higher prices in have become outrageous and the average find work and, mo-- -ften than not, mte
the supermarkets come 1993. So do not be American can’t afford routine medical care. it. Convincing peuple to sue one another
Will we see a drop in lawsuits in the seems to be an easy target for work. The
so ill informed to think that because it

Nevada Corporations
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judges, protecting their own fraternity, allow these crazy suits to be heard and allow
huge awards to be handed down.
One lawsuit today cw be enough to
take a profitable business and send it
into bankruptcy.
These same suits,
against your business,
can go right
through to you as an individual if_vour

business 3s not inCon3otuted Your personal assets can be taken in order to cover
whatever your business could not. A corporation stops suits against your business
before they get to you. If your business is
incorporated, your personal liability is usually zero, especially in Nevada where the
courts want to develop pro-corporate case
law to attract new business to their state.
So, why would any business not incorporate? As usual, many misconceptions
exist about incorporating that steer people
from the intelligent path. Accountants
often stiIl believe that a business has to
have a certain level of income before it
shouldconsider incorporating. Then there
are those who believe that you should not
incorporate because of double taxation
(this is where the profit of the corporation

is taxed and then the income paid from a
corporation to the individual is taxed).
This is easily done away with by taking out
all corporate profits as personal income. In
thiscase therewouldbenocorpomtetaxdue.
The reasons people have for not incorporaking a business go on and on and don’t
make a lot of sense. Why anyone would risk
takingonpersonalliabilityfortheirbusiness,
when they can never be sure where that next
lawsuit will come from, is quite mysterious.
In this country, where hanging on to what
you have is becoming more and more challenging, people need to do all they can to keep
themselves protected. Remember:your Corporationisasepamte,legalentitythatcannot
be attached to you personally if you set it up
correctly.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NEVADA CORPORATIONSCALL CORPORATE
ADVISORS CORPORATION AT (702) 8859638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 2810 W.
CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G-6723, LAS
VEGAS, NV 89102.
ASK FOR CORT
CHRISI’IE. SEEALSOTHEPHOENIXJOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
(#4) AND PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo).

How To Praise God,

The Infinite One
g/29/92

LORD MICHAEL, SANANDA
AND GERMAIN

Greetings, We are Lord Michael,
Sananda and Germain. We have come to
this scribe, Druthea, in service to Our Holy
Father, God/Aton. This scribe asks many
questionswhich manyofyou ones ask. We
have come this day to bring solace unto
you ones who ask for God’s deliverance
within your heart/ soul place and who know
not why you are worthy.
This one suffers in her own sadness
wondering WHY she continues with her
work when, in her consciousness, she believes she dislikes humanity. It is not
HUMANITY you dislike, precious one, it is
EVIL, and really, IGNORANCE, which allows evil to flourish, which you fmd abhorrent. It is difficult to face one’s feelings of
inadequacy when you feel so very tiny and
powerless to truly bring,.the light of balanced example to others. This is why,
precious ones, you must begin within self
to face your own ignorance and immatu&y-and then rise above them KNOWING
that, WITH GOD IN YOUR HEART, HE
WILL SHOW YOU HOW TO BE HIS EXAMPLE, THAT YOUR PRESENCE MAY
PRAISE HIM IN GLORY AND BALANCE.

within you.
It is time for each representative of God,
howsoever he or she presents self in religious format, to seek UNITY and BROTHERHOOD of the human species. For God
has sent messengers to reach every one of
HIS people the world over, and each one is
sent to awaken certain ones who are ready
to enter into Glory and Knowledge, and it is
often that the messengers in human format are humbled for they find that they
really KNOW so very little about THE DIVINE FATHER WITHIN.
God asks you not to turn away from
those you disagree with in dogma and
religious interpretation. YOU ARE ALL
INTERPRETING WITH A FINITE MIND. And
many are now receiving beyond finite mind
directly from Creator. You ALL have this
capability; most refuse to accept the possibility at this time. Perhaps it is through
YOUthat God will offer others a chance to
grow beyond belief and into Knowledge.
Do you search for the differences in
another? Most of you do so that you find
reason to reject them. What do you have in
common with one another? WE ask you
ones who label selves Christian, Mormon,
Muslim, Judaist, Buddhist, Native American, what have you in common? Are you
willing to find out? Have you learned about
the doctrines of these others and can you
rise above the differences in dogma and
practice and join hands with one another
as children of GOD?

~yotlca~tbscomt3onainf-of
bmtherhaod and aqualiLy under gour
CqpsWutionr#tysoon,
thenpurTRUE
If you pray for peace and goodwill to- e-my,~godof-d-m-

ward men, then what do you do in example
of accomplishing peace and. goodwill? If
one presents as your ‘enemy’ and denounces you, do you wish to destroy him?
Can you love this OenemyI as you would
your own child? Can you recognize WHY
he would be threatened by you? What
might he be afraid of? If you pray for
UNITY, and your *enemy” prays for the
same, how will you become the example if
you cannot break down the wa!l of fear and
distrust between you?
You ones, of God’s Chosen messengers
and keepers of the flame of Light and
Truth, have accepted a tremendous responsibility that you will rise above human
ignorance and evil projection and BE an
example of one who walks the CHRISTED
PATH. For if you refuse to do so, because
it is your choice not to grow into maturity,
then WHO will do it? HOW will you expect
to awaken God’s lost sheep when you do
not allow presentation of HIS light through
you?
We tell you precious students of life: you
must gather the goodness which you recognize from all experience and accept the
lessons which allow you the opportunity to
test YOUR knowledge of God’s Kingdom

don, will deuour g4nuworldandthose
whobecomestuckto~tinmatmhl
illusion.

This is simple fact. You in America, as
well as many other parts of the world, have
becorr’le an amalgamation of many cultures, races and religions. Can you, by
your efforts in this country, unite AMERICANS to reclaim your Constitution which
allows you all freedom to worship and
believe in or even KNOW GOD. You are
even allowed to be an Atheist if you so
choose. Can you not agree upon a nation,
a world under GOD, under His laws of
balanced living, which all souled beings
are born knowing, whether or not they
Know or remember God within?
Each one of you has the opportunity to
praise God daily. When you ask how to
sustain in His service, He always shows
you His way. You always make your choice.
His messengers, of which there are many,
human and in spirit form, each have a
mission, not to CHANGE YOU OR THE
WORLD, but to give you opportunity to
change and adjust self in accordance with
God’s will working through you. And
through each one will the world be transformed and humanity be reborn into know-
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ing and living in cooperation, unity and
balance. YOU each make that choice.
Those who choose to honor one another
will be honored. Those who seek unity and
brotherhood and cooperation from heart
intent, will live to experience this way of
life.
It is the time ofjoining of the Mother and
Father aspects of self, aspects of Father
Creator and Mother Earth into cohesive
unity and complement to each other. You
who are mated in male/female sharing are
responsible for sharing and finding balante with one another. You must honor
each other andBE an example ofcooperation, for when your two now separate sexes
join together in common focus, YOU WILL
SUCCEED in conquering adopted evil projection, instead of attempting to conquer
one another.
It is time to complement, not conquer,
and you who do so will witness miracles in
your own comprehension.

We will close this document for now.
Thank you precious, Dru, for sitting with
us. Be patient, little one, the veil must not
be lifted before you are ready, nor can we
jeopardize our work together by releasing
your memory before maturity of your understanding. You agreed, precious, towork
in physical blindness of our presence for a
time. Be not selfish for the workcomesfrst
and you are working in perfection of that
which you agreed. A little willful, well, yes;
simply temper your need, for Our Father’s
work must be fulfilled, and the trust and
‘%ith”containedwithin. Verificationisgiven
you and you admit it is just not quite
‘enough.” Soon it will be more than enough;
this we promise you. So be it.
We are Lord (Archangel)Michael,Sananda
and Germain. We havecome in seivicetoour
HolyLightedCreator,OurDivineONE. Thank
you for attending this document. May you
find the peace in your hearts that only giving
canbringyou. GooddayandSalu.

fourthly, as usual, Columbus didn’t kill
ANYBODY. Why in the world take exception to that which is a stupid ‘celebration”
reached for by the elusive world thieves
while ignoring anything that could change
the nation into a worthwhile ‘free” state?
You innocent lambs play into the hands
and plans for distraction and subversion
at every opportunity! These actions will
cost you dearly during the next few yearsIF there ARE a ‘next few years”.
EARTHOUAKE IN CAIRO?
You do realize don’t you, that the great
pyramids are in full sight of Cairo? This
quake was also described as ‘...the worst
quake to ever hit the area”. (33) Moreover,
it was not a big quake unless they change
the numbers.
PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE

This is the most important thing to
watch-not the debates but the response
to the debates.
Immediately after last evening’s debate
Clinton had a walk-away according to the
networks. However, today on CNN you will
note that Perot was given a great de-alof top
billing and it was lrather decided” that
maybe Perot %on”. Note the next observation as presented by the announcers:
l...it appeared that Perot backed Bush
much they can get away with and play more than he did Clinton in his “off the cuff
their games and tricks on you. These responses”, even though it was obvious he
get sillier and more “far-out” because
was “efforting to keep off either side,. Oh?

Volumbus
Day”
News Watch
10/12/92
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GET READY

you will take ANYTHING they dish out
Within the past 24 hours a Delta without a whimper or anotice.

rocket with satellite was launched from
Cape Canaveral and simultaneously
came the announcement that the “Communications Grid” for extraterrestrial
search is going to be activated to cointide with Columbus’discovery of America
and other hogwash.
They are simply getting ready with
equipment, and YOU ready to accept,
that which will be coming down in the
next few weeks. The “authorities” state
that it is expected
that full communications from extraterrestrials will
=.. come in on a very narrow ‘artificial’
What in the world is an
frequency!”

%rtificial”
frequency?
That is exactly like 8aying you are Ujust a little
You are either
pregbit pregnant”.
nant or you
are not! You either have
a %equency”
or you do not! Artificial? Well, whatever the traffic will
allow!
We are heard loud and clear in as
many languages
aa there are people
using a language.
YOU are the dupea
and my, how they do laugh at you-to
the point they don’t even bother to
give you good stories-they
deliberately feed you total B.S. to see how

DISCOVER AMERICA

Could it be that the top bananas know
the danger of the Clinton camp with the
backing of the WORLD MANIPULATORS
who would fall into line on the top row
front of a CIinton uwinm? This is going
to turn into a very interesting turn of
event-o
kectpposted andby all means
go back and read the description of
early-on plans for just such an “exner-

What, also, is the foolishnessover Christopher Columbus discovering America.?
He didn’t, in the first place; in the second
place, it was not in the areaof the U.S.; and
thirdly, he is now given credit by the Native gency”!
Americansashavingmurdered”thousands
of Indians”. Well they aren’t *Indians”,
BO GRrrZ_
they are “‘Humans” and represent the
native population of the Americas; and
Amusing or heinous? The organizers

CALLED

To SERVE

BY JAMES “BO”GRIZZ
This is the WWtivw account of a nation betrayed. A s@derweb of “padHotst& jnWit,,‘opeMing Itwn the
hi#estpos#ions of specialbvsfandconBdence, have sucuwsfd~~w~edow
Consmutionesystem
inpumitofaNewWoddO@f.
7heyhaveinWedAme&awRhdugsinotWrtofundmmtoperetiws
sedcemen k8?in Communktprisons.
wMesea/ingtheiWeofouf
Atthevery~a~tMsbodcrepresensafsdual,,~~~thatwilltakeyouonarivetinglourlley~
thelWteHouse,downaherWhi#~way,
toBumra’sGddenT~iangle~youwillmeetGenc#alKhunSa
- undisputetj drug overlord. You wiii inflilrate the jungks of CommunistAsia to rescue US. POWs, end @I
turn be pwsued. YouWbe taken behind the vwi/of U.S. coved opafionS
to view d8ceit and be&%@. At
best,fhiswillproduceacradcinthefecsdeof20(h-~~American~rremment,ttvoughwhid,~
dtitenscenviewthe~~endactintimetore~orrcolarsewhileGodgivesu~~.
“It’s not just the tit-k of my btwh it’s tkcpqose

of my riJc” 40

see backpge for ordering infbrmation

Gritr
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of the ‘debates” fully expect lawsuits =
not even giving mention to other candidates of other parties or independenttibut“‘ ...wecantieitupincourtuntilafk
thefactofelection-6ogoaheadandsue!”

tee ‘sell-out-buy-out”. There wm a lot of One World Order. The factsarethat the Naval
Mngsaboutthedebatesthatyouwerenot
Intelligence group is THE way that your Ft.
told perhaps? Ponder it.
Knox gold was shipped out of the United
DEATH AND DYING: COURTESY
OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE

States and into the Banksters’ banks and
vaults and as payment to dear little Israell Its
time you open your eyes and ears, put down
the stones and get off your assets!
InoculationforHepalitiswillsoonbecome
mandatoryandTHATis how the introduction
ofAIDSintothe American population started
in the first place-through laced vaccine.
Anotherthingthatyou ARENOTTOLD, is
that HIV I, one form of “AIDS’, has been

The cost of the TV time is being paid by the
brewers, Anheuser Busch, a Khazarian One
Worlder brewery. Theywon’t even talk to the
You are watching depopulation in action
Law Center about it, stating that #...they in many nations around the globe now. Tydon’thaveanythingtodowithspeakphus which seems to be %nresponsive to
WE JUST PAY THE BILLS!”
any drug” is sweeping across nation after
If this is not a %ee public debate”, then nation, as is Hepatitis B.
doesthisnotrepresentmassivepolitical%onNOW, LET’S LOOK AT THE U.S. NAVY
tributions”to*specialinterestpolitics”?Was STATED GOAL: THE AIDS VIRUS IS To aMamdnBAstaforagrreat
this not billed as a forum for utiorming the INFECT 75% OF THE WORLD’S POPtUb
numberqfgmzd
public”? Well, this is NOT what youze gets. TIoNBYl9951 WhytheNavy? BecauseU.S.
Will you contjnue to 5ddle while thy.
i
You got orchestratedpoliticalaction commit- Naval Intelligence is THE crown jewel of the w4d burns? We shall see.

Randy Weaver Thank Yo-uLetter
Kissinger’s
lO/ 10/92-T

Trap For Weaver And Gritz

HATONN

(Editor’s note: The following discus&on was transcribed from a meeting audio tape and is appropriate preamble to
a warm note THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
recently received from Randy Weaver.)
I want to express appreciation for cmeryone, to everyone who has supported
and corresponded with Randy Weaver and
Kevin Harris in Idaho. Rick has a letter
from him. My prayer would be to Father
that all of you listen to it very carefully.
Doesn’t matter what you call God. When
given in the expression of intent to reach
God, you reach Him. And there’s a great
appreciation for Randy and great appreciation from him. But before Rick reads
the letter, I feel compelled to say some
other things in reference to the incident in
Idaho.
You’ll all note that over the past few
days Ife hit Henry Kissinger just about as
hard and as persistently as I can. You’re
going to find that the order to take Randy
Weaver, hold your breath, came dirrpctly
from Henry Kissinger.

They had the man under surveillance,
the family under surveillance for over 18
months with nothing happening except
just the irritation of being surrounded.
Ones came and went from Randy’s place
with supplies and to visit. Was no really
big problem. And I’m having a little trouble
with the Bo Gritz organization because
they do not perceive all that I can perceive.
And so, some of this is truly in error, in
their vision. It is not in error. Bo Gritz was
getting some attention, not the least of
which was coming from our Command.

And Bush is not in charge of the government, not even as the President of your
United States. Not even in that capacity.
All power was taken from him.
The
gis&tgermisrunn@~yourgol#mment. Now what do you do with somebody
who is becoming a very big leech and thorn
in your side? What do you do to get rid of
him? You have to have an incident wherein
you know that one will respond. Patriotitally the man would respond, they knew
that. There’s also, in that location, some
very incredibly important installations,
both patriot and simple underground facilities set forth by your governmentg. And
I said, governmen&.
You don’t have a free world. In the early
8Os, Kissinger and Associates, Brzezinski,
were in the process of taking over all the
operations and governmental instructions
for the United Nations control of places like
New Zealand and Austrailia. You can look
these up. Look up Anzus [Australia-New
Zealand-United States coalition]. I don’t
want to go into these things again, Ifre
written on them. But I need to remind you
of them. That you’ve had a full decade of
Kissinger Associates commanding the advisory capacity to every nation. And they
did exactly what would be required to pull
Bo Gritz into that area so that, literally, as
it got tighter and tighter, it was suggested
to Randy that maybe he better get in touch
with Bo Gritz. Randy did that, a couple of
months before the incident, and he said,
“I’m afraid, brother, I’m being set-up; could
you come and help me?” Bo didn’t go, he
was busy. Well, when it got really bad on
that mountain, Bo has spent a lot of hours
in total remorse. So when the contact was

made between he and McLamb, Bo says,
*If I go, will you go with me? “But of
course,” was McLamb’s reply. ‘So we’ll
both go.” But the trip itself was precipitated by the FBI calling Bo wondering if
there was something he could do. Now
where do you think that came from?
The full intent was to be able to create
an incident of some kind that would allow
them to take out both Randy and Bo.
Because Randy holds other kinds of information. I gave you a senario that said,
1what would it be &..” Remember Bo’s
trips into Southeast Asia? Mr. Kissinger
was going to get hit very, very hard at the
Congressional investigation, and did.
Kissinger lied through his teeth and he
didn’t do a very good job and Larry King
didn’t truly help him covering it up. Oh,
Larry tried. But ifyou watched Mr. Kissinger
in the Congressional interrogation, it wasn’t
anything like Larry King presented it. Mr.
Kissinger sat there and lied over and over
again, and they lcnauit. By the time it got
spread and prattled out to the public,
through something like Larry King’s interview that evening, it was presented as
having gone very well.. .except for one of the
Senator Kerrys. That didn’t go well at all.
Henry was caught openly lying. But you
see, it doesn’t matter does it? There is that
kind of power that it doesn’t matter.
You’re going to find that all of the
bank incidents are comp&teZy orchestrated and run by Kissinger and Associates. It IS the global One World Order.

And it’s all but done. They had to back off;
they didn’t dare touch Bo Gritz. I won’t go
into all of that. But yes, I was there. I had
quite a lot of say about it. And quite a lot
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of messages were carried back and forth. I
want all of you to understand something: I
don’t care what you don’t know about me,
and/or Bo G&z, and/or our relationship,or
if we have none. I am not going to tell the
world evexything that I know and jeopardize
the very people who will lead you into either
freedom or help you get on the right path so
that we can meet soinewhere.
There is a massive problem within the Bo
Gritz organization. I take exception to quite
a few of the things they do, but I”m not
running his organization. Iln not running
anything. But when the Adversary isgoing to
deliberatelytake out one ofmy people and it’s
going to come down very heavily on my
speaker,.1wont sit still for it. And when they
break the rules of the agreements of performance that we have made with the various
administmtions around your nations, I certainly will not sit still for it.
You ones go about touting God according
to whatever you think you believe. Always
that wi.lIbe what you have been told. Once
again, I”m not going to argue with ariyone as
to what you call This Being. Doesn’t matter
what you call Him. But you bettermake sure
you do call Him. And you better remember,
this is the Christed Creator. And I don’t care
what any man on the face of your globe tells
you, youYe going to follow those rules in
intent or you’re not going to go anywhere
except down. I wilLnot have permissionjust
to take you up because you wanted one last
flingandyouwantedtogooutwithasmileon
your face. You better go out with a smile and
a prayer in your heart because youYe getting
damn close.
Will it come toaconfrontation betweenme
and Kissinger? It aZma@ hasl This is a
farce of a man. And you ones accepted this
beast as an author@, an expert. He’s nothing. But he is of the ones that plan to make
a Master Rati. And that means, get rid of all
of you. Now isn’t he a prime example of what
you would like your master race to be like?!
[Roar of Laughter]
They’re now arranged to begin to have the
hearings for Randy Weaver. Now, how long
hasittakenDharmaandOberli,andtheystill
have not had a hearing on their
property...going on fug m.
And yet,
Randy Weaver is coming up-for trial on the
26th of October! It’s only his life. It also takes
BoGritzoutofci~ulationatleastthroughthe
time of the election, doesn’t it? They would
have done it sooner but they couldn’tquite so
blatantly bIeak all the rules.
Well how much time does this give our
group to work? And I refer to ‘our group” as
the Constitutional Law Center. We do need
some more paralegal help. But we also have
to function with what we have. It’s a time of
hardship for everyone, and it’s going to get
harder. I don’t care how many debates they
have and how much they lie to you. We’ve got
several Constitutional Law Center cases under considemtion right now that don’t have

anything to do even with your contaminated lieve in equal rights of at least the white
water here in Tehachapi. Z%y% m
to brotherto be able to go into collegeorget ajob
depopulate this Todd! So part of today is on the basis of skill and quality rather than
going to be spent in catching up with some just because I’m not black.” Does that make
things that may entice you to ask some you a hate-monger? This is the pmpo8e of
questions, or just simply answer some. You their lessons, to make you ashamed to be
don’t need me, a voice from outer space anything.WellIkngettingalittlebitashamed.
somewhere.
For goodness sakes, they brow-beat you,
You’re going to firid that Randy Weaver they insult you. Isn’t that Anti-Christ? You
uses the term Yahweh for God. Well, what’s can’t even be aChristian anymore ifyou don’t
so interesting about that? Dr. E3artuses the be a born again, blood-red
‘Christian”
same term. Doe&t that make God a lesser marching to Zionf Well Zion is NOT the City
God? No, it doesn’t, but neither does it make of God. Zion is a human, physical expnzssion
every word in that Bible truth. It may be of a place whe= there will be global rule and
somebody’s truth but it’s not God’s instruc- you will practice the Laws of the fake Jews.
When Bo Gritz goes forth and he says
tions. I do& care if you spend the rest ofyour
life with blinderson with your head buried in ‘Christ,” he’s a white supremacist. And
that book. Please understand me, that is just the term sounds filthy. And then they
your privilege. It is not my privilege wherein send out the white supremacist groups to
it comes to the forefront and it’s incorrect. give you a real show and tell ofwhat they’re
Why is it that you will nzadthat book and yet, talking about. Do you think Christ ever
when1 speakofit, thelid comesdown and the acted like that in his entire experience,
ears plug up. Because you are told not to euer, on any plane? You don’t have to go
questionit! You are told from the timeyou are out and bear a cross up Calvary’s mouna child, if you are reared in the various tain, but you’re going to have to take a
churches, If you drifted away and suddenly stand for goodness sakes. And that Bible,
you come’backto be’rebom” in the evangeli- that everybody wants to quote to me, tells
cal movement, you adopt that information. you that the messengers will come before
Do you realize that you take it without ques- the end...and I’m here. And I’m going to
tion? Where betterfor the clever Adversaryto keep right on talking. Enough of you will
feed you than where you take everything hear.
Rick, please read us the letter that
without question?!
Well, how can you know? Well, I tell you, Randy wrote to you.
you cannot read one LIBERATORevery third
weekandknowwhat’sgoingon. Howcanyou
9/ 30/ 92
know, for instance, that the infamous Pat
Dear Rick,
Robertson is NOT on your team...unlessyou
areontheKhazarian One World team? You
can know because he set CNN’s Ted Turner
I have not counted them, but have reinto business. He also just bought a ma.jor ceived many, many letters of support
network j5vm Ted Turner. Ted Turner has (beautiful letters) from LIBERATOR subsaid,“Don’tcountonGodanddon’taskGod,
scribers. I thank you very much Every
he ain’t and he won’t help you.” And Mr. day I get further behind in answering
Turner didn’t like the ten commandments mail, but I’m not complaining.
Yahweh controls this whole situation.
and hewrote hisown, theTumerTen. Before
they’re done with the networks, Mr. Turner He set my family on a special path starfwill run them all and you won’t have noticed. ing about 10 years ago. I know now why
Pat Robertson is afme speaker. The mere we see through a glass darkly. I know
fact that he r_anfor President,being an evan- that Sam ck Vi&i Bandy’s 13-year-old
geli&, says that he had poWcaZ inWtt
I son, shot in the back, and Randy’s wife,
didn’t say patriotic intent. There was never unarmed, shot in the head while holding
any patriotism ever mentioned as.his overall their infant Gaughter, during The Idaho
platform. Does this mean that you can’t Standoff]
would not have changed
watch the 700 Club? Of course not, there’s Yahweh’s plans even if they couZd have.
going to be some maxvelousinformationcome II sure would have been temptingfor Kevin,
forth. This man is enlighted, in that inner the girls and myself though
circle, enough that he’s going to give you bits
Sam & Vi&i have yearned for a spiriand pieces thatll blow your socks off.
tual awakening in this country. Perhaps
But he has done the same thing that Jeny their passing will help to perpetuate such
Falwell did. He has gotten up on his platform an awakening.
I’ve had a couple samples of your paand said, “I am a Zionist and I am proud to
say that I am!” The Zionist movement is per to read, very enlightening. I salute
the Anti-Christ
m ovement and I am sick you in your endeavors.
Yahweh blesses you all.
and tir4 of God’s own children claim@
to be Christians and will not ewen take a
stand fw Christ. When you are called an

anti-Semiteand a bigot and all you’re done is
say, ‘1 don’t believe in homosexuality, I be-

‘our Brother in the struggle,
Randy

Wearer

v
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THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

Telephone Hotline
Buckling Under Load
Dear readers,
When we first set up the PHOENXLIBERATOR Hotline, we really didn’t know
what to expect as far as what the response
would be from our readers and other friends.
But it became apparent right quickly that
the response was oven&eas the
poor little machine was aZways running!
Yes, we know that there are ones setting
their alarm clocks to stumble out of bed at
all hours of the night to dial..&& one more
time...to simply “get through’, and also
that there are ones coming down with
acute fmgeritis from pushing their redial
button all the time.
Well, the two little squirrels running at
full speed in our little answering machine
are also worn to a frazzle. At this point, we
would like very much to upgrade our equipment and add several phone lines. But’
alas, we have finally pulled the last available rabbit out of our hat just to get to this
point in service to you.
We at THE PHOENE LlBERAToR are
@rely keeping our heads above water,
financially, and we simply do not have the
resources to expand our Hotline Service at
this time.
Our overworked
little answering
machine, with it’s stretched
tapes and rapidly-wearing-out
mechanism,
was never
designed to handle the load that is curWe fully
rently knocking
on its door.
expect the thing to up and die of premature
old age before much longer!
We have had many requests and suggestions
as to how we can improve the
Hotline Service.
But, naturally,
these all
require substantial amounts of money.
Meanwhile, the idea of using a900 number
simply does not appeal to us any way we
look at the matter.
Our mission is to get the word out to the
very best of our ability. We are doing all
that we can while our resources have already been pushed well beyond any reasonable limits of performance. If the Hotline
Service is going to be improved, this expansion will have to come from the kind resources of those, like you, who want it to
happen.
Finally, we thank you for your humor,
patience,
comments,
compliments,
complaints and other assorted and often colorful suggestions as they enable us to better
serve.
- l3nm.t Moorhead and
THE PHOENIXLIBERATOR Staff
f!?tulH

WI.

s!ET

you

To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message,
simplydial (by modem):
(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information/
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board.
Set your computerfor 2400or 9600baudN-8-l.
The boardusesProcom+andmostof the files arein zipped(or compressed)
formatusing
theprogramPKZIP.
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs of all kinds,
constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn’s daily
writings,PHOENIX LIBERATORS andmuchmore.
THE LIBERATOR-and Hatonn’s writings are in MS Word 5.0
If you try tb enter the BBS through Windows, it won’t work.
If you haveanyquestionsor problems,call
The SystemOperator, Rick Martin, at (805) 822-9545.

Spread

Tapes,

the

WORD

Transcriptiork

& Videos

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of
some taped topics, MEW0IZ0is
now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are $3.00 each.
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.)
Postage is included in tape and transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: 73iE WQIZQ, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582
or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or
Master Card.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a $50
donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches
zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by l and are not automatically sent since this material is
usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in
parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK,
2/22/92(4);
3/l 4/92(4);
Salt
Lake City, UT;
3/21/92(2); 3/28/92(l);
4/4/92(3);
4/l 2/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/l 2/92(3);
4/l 3/92( 1) # “What is a Semite?“;
7/l 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake City,
4/l 7/92( 1) # “Who Were the First Christians?” UT;
4/25/92(2)
l # “The Photon Belt”;
7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake City,
4/26/92(3);
5/l /92( 1) “L.A. Riots and
. .- .
The Bigger Plan”;
i&92(2);
5/2/92(3;
g/5/92(2) meeting;
S/8/92(2) radio talk show;
9/l 2/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
5/9/9m;
5/l l/92(3) * “Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars”; 1 o/4/g2(3) meetir!g;
1 O/l o/g2(2) meetmg5/l 3/92(3) meeting with European visitors
over lunch:
5/l 6/92(3j; S/23/92(2);
AUDIO a/
8/l I O/YL(SJ6/92(3)*, , bo
Bo c1rlrz
Critz speecn
speech
S/30/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and Places In SPECIAL.AUUIU
.
in
Tehachapi;
Between” tapes l-3;
SPECIAL VlDEo0 Tehachapi Citizens’ Rally fea6/l /92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
31.James “Bo”Critz available for $12;
turing
Col.
6/l 3/92(3); 6/2 l/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt LakeCity, SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO Steven Vaus-“WE MUST
TAKE
,KEAMERICA BACK” available for $5:
I IT.
SPECIAL
MUSIC AUDIO Brent Moorhead-“LET’S
ijjO/92(3)*
“The Divine Plan and Places In
TAKE
OUR
NATION BACK” available for $5.
Between” tapes 4-6;
7-?.& W0FfIJ NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER OR MASTER CARD
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(Editor’s note: Thefollowing “Nora’s Research Corner” is a corrected version of the excellent
outlay from the September 15, 1992 LIBERATOR. In that earlierpresentation our computer
page layout introduced some errors into the important chart that ties everything together. We
are reprinting Nora’s column again here because this is a most important lesson in the “art”
of translation and how meanings can change greatly depending upon the translator’s inclinations. All readers of so-called “perfect” texts like The Bibleshould appreciate how tricky is this
art of language translation...and thus how easily meanings can vary as night from day.)

More Lessons In Words
And Languages
Part

IV And

End

Of Se&s

HEBREW/AKKADIAN
The following material has been gathered from numerous sources, most of
them already mentioned, although none
have organized it in this way before, as
far as I know.
One of the problems I had, as a lay
person, in reading, studying and understanding reports of archaeological finds
as well as ancient writings, is the differ:
ent spellings of words. It is hard to know
who the people were who left the writing
or artifacts, even after the scholar has
set forth his/her research. One of the
reasons for this ambiguity is that the
original writers, as well as later scholars/authors, appear to have a choice of
how they translate and/or interpret a
word. Why is that? Part of it is that
ancient people were mostly illiterate,
making it necessary for the scholar to
interpret. Another part is that various
usages developed among the sistertongues, which increased the problems.
You will understand when you realize
how often people were moved around
and mixed together over our globe and
especially in the Near East.
It was learned in the Tell El-Amarna
digs that the Akkadian language (Northern Babylonian) was the lingua franca of
the day. That means the “Hebrews,, also
spoke or wrote at least some version of
Akkadian, and so did ‘Abraham” -although again- there were various usages (at least spoken) among the different sister tongues.
Further, it was learned that Akkadian
is a code language, just as Hebrew is a
The consonants
are
code language.

and D and others. I will identify them as
we go.
In addition, the Hebrews, in particular, use the prefix Ha to indicate the
words “the,,, “of” or ‘from”. Therefore,
means “the
for example, ‘Ha-Nasi”
Prince,, (from the Ashkenazi/Babylonian
Talmudic Jews), and *Ha-Levi” indicates
a leader associated with the OZd Testament, Jerusalem Talmud, or the tribe of
Levi. A problem with such a lack of
precision
in the written language is
that,
at times,
translators
have
thought the H was a prefix perhaps
when it was not and left it off in their
translations-so-one
has to be aware
of these things. The Assyrian Texts use

Ne as a prefii. An example of this is NeESSU, which means “the Lion,,! It also
appears that C, CH, K& etc. are interchangeable in many languages. You will
find UAPIRU as the Akkadian ‘HAPIRU’.
Also, for instance, the word Khazars
may be spelled as Kazars, Chazars, etc.
Just be prepared for this sort of thing.
The Hebrew/Akkadian
Consonant
Words chart [on next page] gives some
examples of written words using consonants only as in Hebrew or Akkadian,
with various vowel usages. I think you
will find the exercise interesting.
The
consonants are in capital letters, the
vowels in small letters and the words
have been arranged in columns.
The Arabic word for Eden is Adn,
according to The Jewish Encyclopedia.
Some scholars have thought the place of
Aden in Africa to be the original ‘garden
of Eden’,, but there appears to be as
much opposition to this as to other suggested locations.
My purpose

in sharing this chart is
of possibilities
written and the translator fills in the and the many actual usages, as well as
vowels! This is why there are so many some possible alternate meaningsand
versions of one name.
spellings of various words. There are,
In addition, various consonants are of course, many other words that could
interchangeable
in the different lan- be analyzed in this way.

to show the multitude

Always remember when analyzing a
guages, as well as being pronounced the
same or differently. The letters Y, I and word that has been translated from anE appear to .be interchangeable in many cient writings that there were few, if any,
Hebrew words, the B and P, as well as T nronunciation marks or definitives to

help the translators decide what they
were dealing with. Given this scenario,

it is easy to see how much the translators, editors, scribes, scholars, and
their benefactors
have had a part iu
affecting our lives and thiuhing, merely
through
a choice
of vowels!
A

*Heberite” or a ‘Habiru” may become a
“Hebrew’, just by one translator’s choice
of vowels, and “God” can be Aton, or the
Garden of Eden!
A loose-end to tie-up regarding the
Gauls (AKA French and/or West Saxons): Some of you may recall the actor,
Richard Burton (who was from Wales, a
small country of Great Britain on the
West Coast of England), saying on Dick
Cavett’s talk show that the Welsh language was ‘almost pure Hebrew.’ [I am
indebted to a Mr. Bokos for reminding
me of Mr. Burton’s statement.] The Welsh
language is one of the dialects of the
Gallic language, as is Manx (Scats), Irish
(Gaelic),
Cornish and Briton (AKA
Bryton). Further, if the word exercise is
taken to a logical conclusion regarding
the HBR consonant word and the Gallic
connections, you have the following:
HeB

Rides

Hi BeRnia

Scottish Isles
Ireland

A good thing to remember again here
is that Hebrew and Akkadian are both
code languages, and both (or some ver;
sion thereof) go back to Babylon. Therefore-it is not surprising to learn that
some of the language usages would still
be with us-for-the
#cradle of civilization” is said to have been Babylon. I
don’t agree necessarily with that theory,
but Babylon was certainly the beginning
of most of our Western civilization today.
Another loose end needing further
attention is that regarding the #wisdom
literature,, found throughout the Near
East from ancient times, per Barbara
Mertz in her book Temples, Tombs and
Heiroglyphs.
She gives a further comparison of a =Hebrew’, translation from
the Old Testament,
and it’s borrowings
from Egypt. I will show the King James
Version of the Bible, Proverbs 22: 21,22
translated from Hebrew, and the argument on the side of the Egyptian translation as given by Ms. Mertz from Adolf
Erman, an Egyptologist and a teacher of
a generation of archaeologists--British,
American and German:
(Quote:)
Have I not written unto thee
excellent things, in counsel
and knowledge.
That I might make thee’know
the certainty of the words of truth;
that thou miahtest answer
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the words of truth to them
that send unto thee?
‘T;he words, “excellent things” was
marked with a question. The Hebrew
had shilshom, “formerly’,, which is obvi-

ously an error; the original editors had
suggested shalishim, “officers’,, which is
hardly an improvement....“Erman,
of
was
familiar
with
the
course,
Amenemopet Text, and he had found a
passage which in many ways seemed to

Words in
Consonants

Variant possible
St3ellings

Explanations/
Comments

HER

HeBeR

The Heberites
were from Heber.
(ANA Hebrew).
The warlike Nomadic Tribe.
Akkadian for Habiru.

HeB Ru
HaBiRU

RRaRiRu

p is used interchangeably with
B in the translations from the Akkadian forms:
HER

KHaPiRu
HaPiRi
HaPZLRi

Akkadian variant.
Another variant of Habiru.
Another variant.

&- drop the H as has been done. The rule for this

appears to be that it (the RJ is used as a prefix:
eBeR

aBaRi
iBeRians

Shem was the father
of all these (Gen. 10:2 1).
Cyril Aldred’s translation.
Ancient name of Spanish People.
(Hiber in Latin)

1 If*1
Words in
Consonants
TN

KIl0Wl-l

Explanations/

St>ellings

Comments

aToN
aTeN
e’I’oN

Akhenaton’s God.
A much used version of Aton.
A version of Aten given by
scholar, Anthony S. Mercatante.

D is used interchangeably with
T in examples provided by Mercatante:
kiDON

A version of “Aten”
given by Men&ante.

aDN

Arabic meaning Eden,
as in “Garden of Eden”
A name for God in the Bible.

aDoNai
eDeN

The Biblical name of the
Garden of “EderY.

resemble the two verses of Proyerbs. But
the Egyptian text reads: ‘See thou these
thirty chapters; they entertain, they inThey are the foremost of all
struct.
books; they make the ignorant man to
know. As Erman studied the text he was
struck by the recollection that the Hebrew word for ‘thirty” is &eZoshim - a
word which involves only a small change
in pointing (pronunciation marks) and
makes better sense of the Hebrew rendering. The Egyptian text contains precisely thirty passages. The Hebrew text
is not so divided, but it does contain
thirty different precepts. Erman’s discovery not only settled the question of
borrowing between the two sources, but
made the direction of borrowing pretty
sure, for the use of the word “thirty” is
more logical in the Egyptian. (End Quote.)
Please note: The only differences between the words shilshom, shalishimand
sheloshim are the vowels.
Also, there were recent hieroglyphs
found at Karnak, in Egypt, which the
scholar, Frank J. Yurco claims are a
reference to a group of nomadic people,
dressed as the Canaanites in robes, and
called ‘Ysr3L”-Israel.
The heiroglyphs
depict battles between King Merenptah
of Egypt against the Hittite Army (including the sea-peoples from Ashkelon
under
their
leader,
and Gezer)
The battles were fought
Muwatallis.
between 1212 and 1202 B.C., all in the
land of Canaan. This would put the time
at approximately
150 years after
Akhenaton and is claimed to be the earliest material yet discovered regarding
=Israel’ .
The Hittites were people from north of
Syria, an area today called Turkey. They
were, from Biblical accounts descendents
of Japheth or Ham. The Hieroglyphs
referring to the “Israelites” had been
previously overlooked (according to Mr.
Yurco). The article about the ‘find” is in
the magazine, Bibticd Archueological
Review, the September/October
1990
issue.
I found some problems with the material presented in the article regarding
the translation of 7sr3L”. I am not an
Egyptologist, but have some books showing the Egyptian hieroglyphic language.
There is no letter & in their alphabet!
There are the letters Y,, $!, A, 1. There is
no numeral 3 - but this (or reversed
capital E) must be a typographical error
in any event.
Also, it appears the hieroglyph as
represented in the article is backwards,
the bird is facing to the right instead of
the left, as f&l birds do without exception
in Egyptian Hieroglyphic.
In order to overcome the problem of
no letter Lin the language, the Egyptians
used a word-form to depict a “lion” for
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example, instead of spelling ‘lion” as
one would otherwise do. The lettering in
the case of ‘lion” starts with a form of E
because it can best picture the head of
the lion. It does not mean that R is
interchangeable with _Irthere is no letter L in Egyptian Hieroglyphs. (See HerBak, Egyptian Initiate, by Isha Schwaller
De Lubicz, Pub. Inner Traditions, N.Y.,
1967; and TheEgyptian Bookof the Dead,
by E.A. Wallis Budge, Pub. Dover, N.Y.
1967.) So-what
Mr. Yurco found, although printed backwards in the magazine, if it were reversed could be translated as “Ysrair”. The definitive shown
by Mr. Yurco identifies the people as
nomadic, or as not being connected to a
city-state,
as were the people from
Ashkelon, etc. Mr. Yurco’s article was
titled, *3,200 Year-Old-Picture of Israelites Found in Egypt.”
Whether Mr.
Yurco’s discovery actually refers to the
people of “Israel” I cannot say. Whoever
the ’ Ysraitn were, the hieroglyph tells
us, according to Mr. Yurco, they were a
nomadic, fighting group under the leadership of a Hittite, not an UIsraeli”.
It is fairly obvious that the true
sources of what we like to think of as
the “Christian
Bible”
or “Hebrew
Bible”,etc., havenotbeenmade
known
to us, much less the original words.

When you consider that the “Habiru” were
a mixed nomadic and dependent groupdependent on an aristocratic or ruling
class for their maintenance; and when you
start wondering how a “nomadic group”
could have carried forward a culture or
written language-you begin to question
%ho m write the Bible”?
In a definitive statement issued 5/
19/92 Hatonn said: [Quote] This is the
bloodline of one of Noah’s sons, Sem (or
Shem) of which came Joseph, the husband of Mary the mother of Immanuel/
Jesus. The Semites are a bloodline which
began with Semjasa, the heavenly son
and guardian angel of God who is the
‘father” of the white human race. Do
not get ‘crazy” here at this information,
it makes NO difference whatsoever. All
souled humans are GOD’s children, even
those who project evil.
Most importantly, GOD IS LIGHT-NOT *WHITE”.
[End Quote.]
All of the historical details and facts
of the above have not yet been discovered. Nevertheless, an outline is forming
which makes it ever more clear. Consider-if one dispenses with all the variant uses of HBR and just takes one of
them, “Eber”, then Sem (AKA Shem) was
the father of them all-including
the
Hebrews, Habiru, English, French, Irish,
Scotch, Welsh, Spanish, etc.!
Further-at
another time-Hatonn
has also said that the white race are not
only all “Semites”, they are also ‘Jews*.
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Part II of this series [8/4/92 LIBERATOR
Vol. 20 #3] showed the Etymology of the
word “Jew” - please refer to it again.
Hatonn said also, [on 5/ 19/92]regarding the Jews, [Quote] It is the one who
fails to KNOW the Truth of it, most especially the misled within the very recognized group calling themselves “JewsA,
that shall and do suffer the most painful
of persecution-from
the ones who claim
same heritage. Actually you will find the
heritage due the beloved of God are the
ones who have been most persecuted in
every manner and have had that heritage stolen and warped. The ones who
have “stolen” and “warped” the heritage of the ‘JewsA are the %hazars”,
the ‘Zionist Elite of the Committee of
300”, a “Warlike, phallic-worshipping
group of people from Russia of Nordic,
Mongolian and Turkish bloodlines. They
ruled a portion of lower Russia, between
the Black and Caspian Seas, for several
hundred years and were at the “peak” of
their power from the seventh to the tenth
centuries.
They adopted and merged
with the Judaists of Judea in the year
740 AD. Most ones who call themselves
“Jewish” actually are from the Russian
Khazarian line, also called the false 13th
tribe and they are NOT SEMITES. [End
Quote.]
To support what Hatonn has said
above I refer you to some of the older
maps, generally found in Biblical Concordances. showing where the various
people, descendent;of Noah’s sons, lived.
The area between the Caspian and Black
seas was occupied by Ashkenaz and other
sons of Japheth. It is the *Ashkenazi
Jews” who comprise the greater percentage of the population in the new
state of Israel today, per both the Encyclopedia Judaica and the Jewish Encyclopedia. Their “book” is the Babylonian
Talmud for the most part.
I have my own “Aton Hymn” to share
with you in closing this series. Consider
it my *choice” of vowels and interchangeable letters in translating what could
have been some *original” words of Biblical fame:
’
In the beginning God created the
Heaven and the Earth.
And God, Who’s name is Aton,
saw everything that
He had made, and, behold
it was very good....
God placed men and women
Humans, all his children,
on the earth to
care for it-a most beautiful
garden, full of life and
everything needful.. .. ..
And the first Humans called
this beautiful earth, “The
Garden of Aton.”
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Please Help CLC!
Dear Readers,
Tbe Constitutional Law Center
wiahes to thank all Of you for your
support and prayers. It is because
of your dedication toward preserving the Constitutional rights of
everyone that we continue to become increasingly effective.
Curreritly, we are seeking experts in Constitutional
Law, as
well as other areas of law, to assist
us with the tremendous research
rethat we must develop. ~~
search can be done in your area
and forwarded to us via fax or
mail.
We are especially in need of the
legal knowledge of suspended, diabarred or retired attorneys and are
desirous of establishing contact
with those who are naturally
“drawn” to the study and practice
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
We urge you to contact us if you,
or someone you know, are available to perform such research for
the Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we thank you for your
tremendous support.
Sincerely,
Gene Dixon, Director
Constitutional Law Center
916-485-7901’
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PHONE LINE
805-822-0202
Announcing
a new service for our dedicated
readers.
Today’s Watch
phone
line will carry
news
and comments
fromCommander
Hatonn’s writings.
This
is our way of keeping
you
informed
about
breaking world events.
.
The announcement
machine will answer after 2
rings if there are any new
messages for that day,
and after 3 rings if not.
In that way dai/y callers
can hang up after 2 rings
and save toll charges if
no new message
has
been recorded. The message update(s),
if any,
occur by 6 PM PacificTime.
--.
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